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COLSEYBUR ....

College is the last mile on the road to somewhere,
A pasture for colts, a proving ground for new models,
The assembly line for that awkward age.
College is and isn't,
But always expectant . . ~
Someday I'll go back again,
And lost with yesterday,
I'll look forward to life . . .

" Concerning College Men Going t o the Wars"
Franklin Lehman Andrews ( 1900-1944).
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1919-The ttBird'' Is Born
Fifty WARBLER Editors ...
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"Let the world slide, let the world go,
A fig for care and a fig for woe".

The first WARBLER editor, Gage Carman, had the distinction
of also being in the first graduate studies class. Fifty years later,
Jan Gerlach, Roger P erkins, co-editors; and Judy Kallal, execu·
tive editor; prepared the 1968 edition of the WARBLER.

• • •

and Its Advisers

The early advisers were class sponsors: Dorothy
Hitchcock, Friederich Koch, 1919; Edna Gifford, Earl
Daniels, 1920; Martha Molyneaux, Lester Wilson, 1921;
Marguerite Rooke, Friederich Koch, 1922; Helen Daringer, L. F. Ashley, 1923; Earl Daniels, Grace Woody,
1924; H. F. Daringer, Wayne Hughes, 1925; Howard
DeF Widger, Annie Weller, 1926; Wayne Hughes, Annie
Weller, 1927; William Schneider, Lillie Thompson, 1928.
Other advisers were: S. E. Thomas, 1929-33; Franklyn Andrews, 1934-44; Kevin Guinagh, 1945-46; Francis
Palmer, 1947-59; Daniel Thornburgh, 1960-64; Roger
Cushman, 1965; Daniel Thornburgh, 1966-68.
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Members of three generations of presidents, Dr. Eugene M. Waffle, Mr. Raymond Gregg and Vice President Peter Moody, examine
fifty years of WARBLER history.

H11r
\tlihe hundreds of birds that are seen on the campus
every year are among the most pleasant parts of our
beautiful environment," explained Editor Gage Carman
and his staff workers in the spring of 1919 as the
WARBLER first took to its wings. The 120-page, olive
paperbacked yearbook, Vol. 1, followed one earlier attempt, the 1913 "W'apper," edited by Arthur Frazier, to
begin yearly coverage .of the Eastern Normal School's
activities. This first WARBLER featured a pictorial introduction to "E. I.," 1918-19, and faculty, class and
sports sections, in addition to a four-page In Memoriam
tribute to the Eastern men in service in World War I.
Within the class section, group photographs of underclassmen were the order while seniors were granted
formal, individual pictures, each identified by appropriate tag quotations. A "School Life" section and a school

calendar, emphasizing humorous tidbits of the year
topped off the first endeavor. Caricatures, cartoons and
elaborate artwork reflected the trends of the era. As in
the early years following, the WARBLER was printed
locally by the firm, Prather the Printer.
In the introduction Editor Carman further expressed
his desire for continuation of the publication, noting t hat
"at least 725" books had been ordered by students and
alumni, according to staff count.
The WARBLER was named by a student committee
working from a suggestion by Stella Craft (Tremble)
and became the second student publication, the first
being the Normal School News, originating in 1915.
In 1968, on its fiftieth birthday, the WARBLER uses
64 pages to recall the "early bird" years of both the publication itself and of Eastern Illinois University.
5
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T he original contractors of the main building became "financially embarrassed" in the fall of 1896 and vacated the construction
site. In May of 1897 a Cha rleston contractor, Alexand er Briggs,
took u p the work and completed the "castle" in 1898.
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Early arch it ect plans for the normal school campus to be constructed at Bishop's Wood s foresaw a total of ten buildings to
be erected by the mid twenties. The ta rget dates were financially
premature.

((Catfishville" Wins The Race Of 1895
~ tate

On a clear da y, one could see nea rly forever when gazing into
the pools of Lake Ahmoweenah, the picturesque campus lake
which later became the site fo r present day M cAfee Gymnasium.

recognit ion of the success of the normal schools
in Normal and Carbondale in 1887 led to planning for
location of one in the eastern part of the state. Vicious
battles arose among Mattoon, Charleston, Oakland and
Danville, competitors in a race for prestige. By the choice
of t he state committee, plus the chance of additional t rickery on the part of local businessmen, Charleston was chosen on September 5, 1895 on the twelfth ballot before the
Board of Trustees in Springfield. As firerockets and roman
candles warmed the sky in Charleston the evening of
decision, and a "monster bonfire" burned on the proposed
site, Mattoonites remained stunned and angry. The September 13th edition of the weekly Mattoon Gazette ran
the headline, "Charleston Gets It. The New Reform
School Located at Catfishville."
The Trustees purchased for $3,000 a 40-acre plot called
Bishop's Woods at the southern edge of town as the site
for the school. A construction firm, McPherson and Bowman of Indianapolis was named in October to plan the
main building. Later Governor J ohn P. Atgeld cancelled
the plans, and had t he two architects conform t o his ideas.
T hey complied, only to lose the contract to G. H. Miller
of Bloomington, who used the plans of the Indiana firm
with modifications.
On May 27, 1896, t he cornerstone for t he main building
was laid in a day-long celebration. A parade including 7
bands and 40 carriages preceded the formal exercises in
the afternoon. "Young ladies pelted Governor Atgeld and
other distinguished guests with flowers" as the cornerstone was laid with Masonic rites at 4: 28p.m.
Work stalled on the " Castle" in the fall of 1896, but a
local firm was hired the following spring to renew the
project while the Board of T rustees made plans for a first
president.
By an unanimous vote in April, 1898, the Board passed
over several out-of-state candidates to elect an Illinois
educator, Samuel M. Inglis, president . Inglis, Greenville,
was serving a term as superintendent of public instruction
at the time. While selection was begun of an Illinois faculty for the school, Inglis died suddenly in June at the age
of 57. Inglis' death allowed the Board another chance to
incorporate an out-of-state candidate, but most remained
adamantly in favor of an Illinois personality. Secretary of
t he Board Henry Neal, Charleston, corresponded with candidates and became enthusiastic over one, the president
of Moorehead Normal School in Minnesota. In December,
1898, the Board reconvened and after presentation of
overwhelming correspondence from educators endorsing
Neal's candidate elected t he Minnesota school head president.
The president-elect, a man who would fight the board
on its decision to use only Illinois teachers and win his
three out-of-state faculty preferences--and who would
fight t he governor over dismissing two unsatisfactory
teachers at the close of the first school year- was Livingston Chester Lord. One Minnesota educator observed,
"Unlike Achilles, he has no weak point."
7

(tThe Lord Himself Watches Over Our School"
~

ccording to an old Connecticut myth, the devil gathered stones from the northern hills one day, and in carrying the too-heavy load in his leather apron, spilled his
burden as he strode over t he future site of Killingworth,
Conn. In 1851, eons after the devil's departure, a "great
American Scholar'' was born in Killingworth and raised
well among the rocky t errain.
In 1899 at 47, the scholarly gentleman from Killingworth gathered three teachers from northern "hills" of
Minnesota's Moorehead School and spilled t hem upon the
Charleston, Ill., prairie as he began his first year as president of Eastern Illinois State Normal School. Within
years, the new school, conducted within a gray stone
"castle" was among the country's top ten normal schools.
Although P resident Lord signed official papers as L. C.
Lord, he preferred "Mr. Lord." "There are but two institutions in the United States where a man is called 'Mr'.
One is Harvard University, and t he ot her is Eastern Illinois State Normal School," Mr. Lord was fond of saying.
A man of brevity, simplicity and ingenuity, Mr. Lord
awed teachers and students alike with his personality
when conducting chapel exercises. Gra mmar school
through college, st udents attended services, the younger
children seated on little red chairs in front of the platform.
Most st udents and a good many faculty admittedly
feared their president, a fact which astonished Mr. Lord.
There was an excitement in his presence alone which
flustered many. When interviews and reprimands were to
be made, students quivered at t he thought of being "called
on the green carpet" in the president's office.
One honor student was shaken by a notice to report to
Mr. Lord's office. Mr. Lord stared at him as he took his
seat, then commented gruffly, "Charles, do you know that
this is the first time you've been in here?" "Well," continued Mr. Lord. "It's about time you were finding what the
inside of this office looks like."
Despite his seeming severity behind his desk, Lord
softened visibly when the occasion called for it. As a coed
began to sob during a meeting, Lord showed "evident
distress,'' opened a box of chocolates and offered one to
her. "My backbone was always soluble in women's tears,"
the soft-hearted disciplinarian later admitted.
The President and his wife Mary E. Cook Lord, an
amazing woman who learned foreign languages for fun,
lived modestly at their two-story home on Seventh St.
with their three children. T hey gave dinner parties for the
faculty regularly, Mr. Lord carving the meat expertly and
insuring a steady flow of conversation about the table.
The first one at the school in the morning, and often
the last one to leave at night, Mr. Lord had a rare amount
of time for recreation. He retained his New England love
for riding, donning a scarlet English riding habit and cap
and guiding his big, chestnut horse down Sixth St.
An uncanny man with unmatched vigor and startling
capabilities for leadership, the scholar president became
an idol and a friend, and a Charleston saying caught on
from the first, "The Lord himself watches over our school."
8

September of 1915 M r. Lord's two grandsons came t o Charleston to learn to r ead under " the best primary teacher in the
Un ited States," Ann a Morse. The president, overjoyed with his
dau ghters' offsprings, bought them both shetland ponies so they
might ride with him in the country.

l

In th e " win te r of his yea rs" one fri end marvelled at the lightness
with which Preside nt Lord bore the weight of older age. In his
academic robe, the distin gu ish ed educator posed at his best.
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Mr. Lord And The Politician Win A Dormitory
Jn 1900 three men and one woman made up the first
graduating class of Eastern Illinois State Normal School.
In June of the next year 172 students registered for the
first summer session. The student body grew faithfully each
successive year, excepting 1909 when a typhoid scare affected summer school enrollment. The reputation of faculty
grew as Mr. Lord weeded out inferior teachers and welcomed new and irreplaceable ones like Raymond Modesitt
and Isabel McKinney.
The lush beauty of the lake and surrounding thicket of
woods, combined with the startling effect of t he three-story
castle fronting the town, led state officials to deem the
Charleston campus as the most beautiful in the state.
Students wore paths, which sidewalks later followed, all
about the 40-acre campus. Each prairie sunset was certain
to find a long-skirted coed gazing into the reflecting pools
of the Indian-named Lake Ahmoweenah.
In 1902, the greenhouse became the second building on
campus, designed to provide decorative greenery for the
Main Building. Otis W. Caldwell, instructor of botany and
zoology, was instrumental in winning $12,000 needed for
its erection.
With political purse strings drawn tightly, the financing
of each new edifice hinged on political play. Mr. Lord
blatantly objected to political back patting, having earlier
refused to appoint friends of the Board of Trustees to the
faculty. The president's individualist strain caused considerable friction with the Board.
The construction of a women's dormitory, the special
brainchild of Mr. Lord, was a controversial issue, since none
of the other state colleges or universities had one. Mr. Lord
favored a dormitory over a gymnasium, because he felt it
would create a respectable social life. He first plied the
state legislature with his proposal for the $60,000 residence
hall in 1901. "There wasn't a bit of sympathy with the
request," the President observed. In 1903 Mr. Lord paid
a return engagement to the House Appropriat ions Committee with finances for the needed gym tacked onto his original request. Again he was disappointed. On his third try
in 1907, with the political boost of Senator Stanton C.
Pemberton of Oakland, the dormitory was approved as well
as the so-called crackerbox gym. Pemberton was rewarded
when his name was given to the dorm, and he became a
stalwart supporter of the Model School Building. With the
political push for the $75,000 appropriation provided by
Senator Pemberton, President Lord avowed his appreciation
for his friend in Springfield. In 1913 the Model School
Building was completed and was named for the first supervisor of the training department, Francis G. Blair, then a
state superintendent of public instruction.
In addition to the power plant erected in 1924, two other
buildings were added to the campus during the Lord years
with less political warfare--the t iny cottage located south
of the powerhouse and used by the College band for rehearsals-and the red brick Practical Arts Building built
in 1929 facing north as indication of the end of campus
growth to the south.
10

Mr. Lord had a n eight-yea r hassle with members of the State
H ouse before construction of the fi rst state school dormitory
was sanctioned. Senator Stanton C. Pem berton of Oakland,
staunch supporter of the proposed dorm, was rewarded for his
efforts by becomin g its nam esake in 1909.

Rivalry between junior and senior classes in 1905-6 sparked off
the twenty yea r custom of d ecking cha pel with sprin g flowers.

The pergola located east of Main Building was a delightful refuge
for study, daydreaming or posing with your fellow members in a
1920 play cast.

January 1903, th e greenhouse, the second
oldest build ing on campus, opened its glass
doors. Walte r Neh rling of Shaw's Gardens
in St. Louis, Mo. became the first gardener,
stocking the g reenhouse with its first banana tree .

T he early grounds ma inte nance crew had
no highly specialized equipment beyond a
mower drawn by a white horse, but they
did h ave ma ny well-tra ined muscles.
11

Innovations Come In The Lean Years
~he early years of the WARBLER were the lean years,

but even so the good years, and maybe the best years.
Staff meetings were irregular- as was the place of meeting. Working with a meager budget and organized not
too certainly by new faculty a dvisors in a yearly changing of hands, work on the "bird" nonetheless provided
a type of social and patriotic excitement for the staff.
Outside of the weekly Teachers' College News, t he
WARBLER was the only other permanent memory of
the year and of the perspective graduating class. It was
an honor to prepare the year's record.
On the four "poorboy" paper bound WARBLER editions (1919-1922), each reused the same faculty photos
and feature pictures of the campus. These editions resembled one another immensely, and shaped the pattern
of future books. The last of the paper bound editions of
1922 initiated the tracing of the year's events chronologically. Another innovation of the '22 WARBLER was that
it was published as an offering to the school and graduating seniors by the sophomore class, beginning a 10-year
tradition.
In 1923 Teachers College High was given a section in
the book, and became a tradition in the Lord years. The
entire campus was asked to donate favorite snapshots,
and snapshot pages augmented by humorous drawings
and jokes became the rage, adding burlesque bulk to the
early "birds." Pencilled in captions read "Sweet," "N o
Angels'' and " At Ease" in describing coeds posing before
Old Main, a campus pair at the door of a new roadster
and many-time yearbook adviser S. E. Thomas on a
fishing t rip. Those planning the WARBLER were par-

S. E. Thomas was among those
early faculty members assigned to
supervise work on the fledgling
W ARBLER.
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ticularly sentimental in their outlook. Odes and poems
by the great masters enhanced photos of campus beauty.
The school song, " For Us Arose Thy Walls and Towers,"
was a patriotic must. In memoriams were added frequently since the loss of one amidst close knit honeycomb of students and staff was unbearable in the Lord
generation.
Pages were designed purposely with wide margins,
since class members exchanged books for autographing.
They scrawled sometimes humorous messages about the
glories of the past and of their wishes for success and
happiness for each class fellow in the coming years.
"H ______ .. , remember this school and this year as our
happiest . . . here's t o you, H ......... May your grandchildren not be bowlegged," is one example found in a
lent yearbook.
Advisers seldom censored material going in the "Bird"
and slapstick jibes at both students and faculty scooted
into the humor section. Typical of efforts to lampoon
faculty members was an "Only Yesterday" sketch in the
1932 WARBLER, which reviewed the faculty skirmishes
over the year:
Mr. Lord announces a "pajama" party from the chapel
platform.
Mr. Andrews fa lls through his seat in chapel.
Mr. Wa ffle bags some big game when he goes hunting
and gets a hole shot through his Ford.
The faculty members were polled privately by staff
members, and, among other things, they were pegged to
consist of "5 Democrats, 7 Ford owners, 6 bridge experts,
12 radio specialists, 6 poker experts and 8 actresses."

T he 1923 W AR BLER crew was made up of Catherine Lytle, M ary M . F .
Whalen, Dale D. Coyle, Elise Sloan (top row), Robert Shoem a ker, M r. Ashley
(adviser) and Paul S. H all (bottom row) .
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W ith money at a minimum and a slim staff, ea rly editors had
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The

Faculty~~(t!ndians"

~

outh characterized the 11 teachers comprising the
staff of 1899, the average age being 34. The faculty
received salaries ranging from $600-$2,000 for their first
year's endeavor, with Mr. Lord receiving $3,500. William
Monroe Evans, English; Henry Johnson, sociology and
political economy; Anna Piper, drawing; John Paul
Goode, physics and geography; Mrs. Louise Baumberger
Inglis (widow of Samuel Inglis), history; Otis William
Caldwell, biological sciences; Edson H. Taylor, mathematics; Francis G. Blair, training supervisor; Friederich
Koch, music were the eleven members of the original
faculty. Mr. Lord commented objectively on the group,
"When the school opened it had the three best faculty
members at that time in any normal school in t he U.S.
. . . and t hree of the worst faculty members .. . in the
world." It is said that the three "worst'' teachers didn't
teach past the fall quarter of the second year.
Five teachers from Moorehead, the "Indians," eventually joined the facult y, among this group being Latin
teacher Ellen Ford, the future dean of the college. The
total faculty were masters of their subjects and most
talented in communication. T here was little clash with
Lord's administration. Though their talents were pursued
by big name schools, most preferred to stay at the
Teachers College for a decade or more and two teachers
had contributed 83 years of service at their retirement.
Tuition was $7 a term, book rental $1 and the student
influx satisfying in the early years. As the student rate
rose, summer " normal schools" were conducted at Danville and Taylorville and an additional 72 acres of adjacent land purchased. The population remained small
enough, however to make for close student-faculty ties.
Faculty members sponsored all-class picnics and chaperoned Pem Hall formals while students relayed messages
of faculty "goings-on'' t o the News and WARBLER.
Smoking was taboo on campus, and the news noted
President Lord was a firm advocate of proper physical ed training for female students. In the crackerbox gym in 1919, coeds
learned they were the stron ger sex, workin g out in gymnastics.

Librarian Mary J. Booth took a
leave of absence t o work u nt iringly
for t he R ed Cross in France and
Germany during World War I.
14

And The ttFaculty Five"
t hat Mr. Koch, the German music master, stepped off
campus daily after chapel to enjoy his cigar. Charles
Spooner, Ora Railsback, Coach Lantz and newcomer
Eugene Waffle were among the "faculty five" taking on
the "T.C." team in the annual basketball frolic. Howard
DeF Widger was a devoted Kipling reader. Mr. Coleman
was a talented bread baker. Mary J. Booth was teased
about her driving. Mary Hawkins, the Pem Hall head,
was a regular in News coverage. (At her death in 1917,
Pemites remembered "our Mary" by placing a bronze
tablet near the hall entrance. )
A 1926 summer edition of the News describes one
faculty outing : "On Wednesday .. ., the new faculty
men of the summer school faculty and their wives were
entertained by old members of the faculty at a picnic at
Hall's Ford on the banks of t he yellow Embarras. Mr.
Stover and Mr. Lantz acted as chefs. Steaks sizzled on
a chicken wire, in the shade of an oak tree stood an ice
cream freezer . . ." The story also mentions that the
picnickers pitched horseshoes and the "more chivalrous
men" rowed the ladies along the river in a flat-bottom
boat.
The one faculty "outing'' that was a must for the
clan was the annual Christmas banquet held in the dining room of Pem Hall. It was a candlelight occasion of
great and dignified ceremony as the turkeys and trimmings were home out from the kitchen. T he faculty
moved into the parlor for singing after the feast and
each t eacher hu ng his stocking on the fireplace for
Santa. "For Us Arose Thy Walls and Towers" evoked
heartfelt tears, ending the evening's program.
After these gatherings, many of the faculty spent their
holiday attending professional meetings and convent ions.
They traveled on their own allowances, attending by the
most economical means of transportation and staying at
the most reasonable hotel.
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T he WARBLE R staff of 1919 came close to canonizing
Preside nt Lord a nd his admin ist ration when they gave
him a ngel's wings to ope n the faculty section of the
annual.
F riederich Koch (1899-1938), Henry J ohnson (18991906) , Frar1cis Blair ( 1899-1906). E . H . Taylor ( 18991944), E llen Ford (1901-34) , Annie Weller (1903-40) .
Isabel McKinney ( 1904-45), S . E. T homas ( 1906-42),
An abel Johnson (1907-38). Florence Gardiner (191132) , Howard D eF W idger (1912-53), Raymond Modesitt
(1912-27). Fiske Allen (1913-42) , Ruth Ca rman (191454) , Ch arles Spooner (1919-48). Blanche Thomas (192257) , Ernest Stover (1923-61), Florence McAfee (192462 ) . Ch arles Col eman (1926 -1962 ) , E u gene Waffle
(1926-68), Emma Reinhardt (1927-1963).

Normal school teach ers had my riad assignments outside
class. Young Charles Coleman, for exam ple, became the
sponsor of Delta Lambda Sigma social frate rnity in 1928
(D LS became Phi S igma Epsilon two years late r.) The
office rs for his group were Wa yne I sley , presiden t;
M aurice Sullivan, vice-president; Irwin Hill , sec retary ;
Wayne Cooper, treasurer; Walter Glatfe lt er, chaplain.
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The chilliest day in N ovember was as good a day as any to get the junior class of 1919 ou t behind the towe rs for
a school photograph. Officers of the class were Charles Allen, president: Mae Dona Deames, vice-president; D oris
Shafer, secretary; Faye Mann, treasurer; Robert Allen. Dorothy Sellars, historians; Helen Stapp, p01~t.

Early eaters had only one on-campus eating spot-Pem Hall dining room. The
straight-backed chairs and round tables brought out a bit of college socializing.
Table board ran approximate ly $2.25 weekly.

16

P en nants, pillows and plenty of coed conversatio n enhanced early dorm life in Pem
Hall 's alcoves.

The Early Years At Pem Hall
~resident
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Lord's perseverance in the battle for a dormitory paid off when Pemberton Hall maidens and their
college center-type dorm roused t he drowsy social life of
the campus. T he coeds' power was not to be undermined,
as could be proved by the "Page Pandora" which described
Pemites' activities each week in the six-page Teachers College News. Also, the beginnings of student government
were to be born within the ivied walls of Pem in 1917.
At the t ime of its completion, Pemberton Hall and its
namesake, Stanton Pemberton, were meant to be taunted
in a Springfield newspaper which t old the public, "It's a
hall-one of those halls you read of in those delight ful old
English novels. T hough of course, it isn't an old hall now,
it hopes to be some day, and to have ivy clinging to its
moss-covered walls . . . and great, wide-spreading trees
surrounding it ."
"Hours" at young Pem Hall were strict. Coeds were to
be in the Hall at 7:30 p.m. school nights, and were allowed
10 p.m. curfew on Fridays and Saturdays, at which time
men could be entertained in the parlor. Residents were
allowed to attend church without chaperones, but for
picnics, dances and theatre trips, coeds were required to
have escorts. There were no self-disciplining councils t he
first years. Any misbehaving coed was dealt with personally
by the hall director, Mary Hawkins, or by President Lord .
There was plenty of misbehaving possible among the
women-and many of the better pranks were recorded in
News' Pandora columns. On not a few occasions, coeds
slipped down sheet ropes to go for coffee or to serenade
off-campus men. Green freshmen were taken for "rides"
in the country by the upper-classmen. Late hour window
conversations with men calling up from the bushes below
provided constant thrills for an entire floor at one time.
There were no taboos on these moonlit discussions. Since
the crackerbox gym was built adhered to the south wing
of t he dorm, st udent athletes came and went regularly to
the delight of the residents, who peeped out the windows
from the second floor window seat.
Through the years the dining area was designed to accommodate large groups and all students were eligible to
eat meals in the hall. Having approached a silver anniversary by the end of President Lord's administration, Pemberton did get suitably mossy as the Springfield newspaper
foresaw, and vines gripped the block walls and held on
through the seasons. Shade trees surrounded the hall, and
t heir branches grazed the red-tiled roof. Men working out
inside the crackerbox, claimed they could hear the playful
music of girls' laughter in the corridors above.

Q:lass 1Brcoration 1Bay
Field trips we re popula r among th e s tudents in t he ea rly 1900's.

Both men and coeds rallied springs for class decoration
day. An accidental custom which began in 1905 and continued for about twenty years concerned the decking of
chapel with spring flowers to surprise President Lord.
17

At the turn of the cen tury and in t he early 1900's th e no rth side of the Charleston Squa re had several stores which
attracted shopping students.

G a la Pem berton H all form a ls were frequent occasions afte r the dancing co nt roversy of 1909 gran ted men and coeds
th e right to d ance.

Boulders, columns, a s un dial and the pergola were among class gifts pu rchased for the n ormal school. T his round concrete
seat to the north of Pem Hall donated by the class of 1910 was one of the more useful gifts. It has since then been removed .

18

The Days Of ((Florists" A nd ((Gus Marsh"
Freshmen and sophomore classes competed viciously using
their special "class flowers" in attempting to outdo each
other on quality and quantity of floral bouquets. T he student "florists" worked secretly at night, coeds slipped out
of their dorm to work on their project. In t heir eagerness
to score, the classes often chose lilac and spirea bushes in
town and stripped them of their spring beauty.

lehr !lancing «rontro\lrrs~

T here was always a chance of meeting a likely beau in th e
library reading room, and of whispering across you r homework
-unless Miss Booth saw you.

Young students at the model sch ool spent idle h ours playing
a t the lily pond (above) or working on t heir science expe riments
in the school garden.

Dancing began in 1909 with a sedate "Martha Washington" dance which rocked the foundations of Normal school,
endangered President's Lord's good name, and placed t he
unique "Gus Marsh" dunking case on the books and in
Circuit Court.
Prior to the February dance, studen ts, supported by
faculty, approached Mr. Lord with the idea of having a
dance in t he newly finished crackerbox gym. The president,
reared in the belief that dancing was a sin, was finally
convinced that the dance could be held since other Normal
schools were allowing the recreation. Lord insisted that the
Martha Washington hop be properly chaperoned, and P em
Hall coeds arranged for an .orchestra, and went ahead with
their plans to decorate fo r the affai r.
During a month-long revival held in Charleston in January and February, t he Rev. A. A. Nichols denounced dancing and card-playing and launched an attack on the school
and Mr. Lord for allowing a dance. Lord was charged with
the "encouraging of wine-drinking" among other items.
The entire skirmish that resulted became known as t he
"Dancing controversy."
The situation worsened when a student known by the
pseudonym "Gus Marsh" phoned a Mattoon paper and
reported a list of charges made by revivalist Nichols. The
account of the charges in t he Mattoon paper was denied by
the Charleston Courier, which severely reproached t he
other paper. "Gus Marsh" was marched to t he campus lake
by fellow students unceremoniously for his crime. Rather
uncertainly the St. Louis Democrat mixed its information
and reported that "Mr. Lord had been thrown into the
Normal School pond by a mob of indignant citizens."
"Gus's" father retaliated, and had the students responsible
for his son's dunking arrested and held on a charge of
riot, a felony. Bond was set at $500 for the seven students
arrested. The case was tossed out of Circuit court. "Gus
Marsh" was later dismissed from school by President Lord,
and refused re-admittance.
Despite protests by a few religious groups and citizens,
outraged by the flow of bad publicity, President Lord stood
pat on his decision to have dances. The dancing, which had
been suspended for a brief period, was renewed as the
scandal died down. In long silken formals with wristlet
corsages, coeds and gentlemen in formal at tire and boutonnieres again enjoyed t he frivolous diversion of the waltz.
Dancing reigned as the supreme pastime of the Normal
School student.
19

Enthusiastic Start For Athletics
~thletics

at Eastern got off to an early and enthusiast ic start. Three weeks after t he school opened its doors
in 1899, t he students organized an Athletic Association
to "act in connection with the management of the school
in directing the various forms of athletics which shall
be indulged in by t he st udents of t he school."
The first sport was football. A team was quickly organized t hat first year and two games were played and
lost. The first played in Charlest on, was against a
"town team" from Oakland and the second at Effingham
against Austin College. Eastern's football record quickly
improved and the following year a 3-3 record was posted
includin g a rugged 6-0 victory against Sullivan High
School. Arriving at Sullivan the players heard a report
that t he opponents included a number of men who were
not students but were hired to play. Sullivan refused
to show the usual list certifying that all players were
st udents and Eastern threatened to go home. A large
crowd threatened to assault the players if they went
home and the game was played. Afterwards a fight
broke out and an Eastern player was knocked unconscious by a Sullivan policeman. Seeking revenge, some
Eastern players proposed to "substitute" for players on
t he Mattoon High School team which was scheduled to
face Sullivan. President Lord promptly vetoed it upon
hearing the plan.
Probably the most successful season in those early
years came in 1901 when Eastern won six and tied t hree
games to go undefeated. At the close of the season Eastern met Indiana State for an informal two-state normal
school championship. Eastern won 6-0 and then went on
to a post season game against an undefeB.ted high school
team from the Chicago area. Outweighed seven pounds
per man, Eastern still came up with a three touchdown
victory.
During t hose early years Eastern was coached by a
succession of faculty members with little or no coaching
experience. In 1911, a new era in Eastern athletics was

ushered in with the appointment of Charles P. Lantz as
physical education director. Through the remainder of
t he Lord years Lantz coached all three major sports.
Through 1934 he posted records of 94-63-13 in football,
185-188 in basketball and 77-110-2 in baseball. At t hat
time he handed over the reins of t he football and basketball team to younger men, but remained baseball coach
until his retirement in 1952.
In 1912 Eastern was admitted as the 13th member of
the Illinois Intercollegiate Athletic Association and has
remained a member ever since. Originally organized in
1908 to sponsor track meets, the conference expanded
its activities to football, basketball and baseball in 1911.
By 1920 the conference had expanded to 19 teams and
was known as the "Little Nineteen." At this time the
conference was reorganized as the Illinois Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference and its membership was boosted to
20 with the admission of Northern Illinois, bringing all
five state normal schools into the conference. It reached
a peak membership in 1922 with 22 schools.
Throughout the Lord years football remained as Eastern's most successful sport . Two events cast a shadow on
the Eastern gridiron: in 1915 Paul Vernon Root died as
a result of injuries sustained in a football game and in
1918 Martin Schahrer, captain of the 1916 football team
and 1917 class president was killed in action while serving with the army during WW I. Following Schahrer's
death the athletic field on the south campus was named
in his honor.
Eastern's football fortunes under coach Lantz reached
their height in 1928 when the normal school eleven went
undefeated to capture the conference championship.
Only a season opening 12-12 tie with Millikin marred
Eastern's otherwise perfect record during t he eight game
season. Eastern outscored its oponents 238-21 that season.
In addition to the three major sports other athletic
activities "indulged in" during the Lord era were track
started in 1912, tennis in 1931 and cross country in 1932.

The rough appearance of these characters is no illusion as their undefeated 1928 football record would indicate. Among the team
were (L. to R.) William Stone, Captain Pete Fenoglio, Coach Lantz, Chuck Ashmore, Har Baird. Johnnie P owers, Burl lves, Ruel
Hall, Leland Routledge, and Fred 'Tuck' Creamer.
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T he fi rst football team fielded by Eastern Illinois was in 1899 coached by M r. Otis Caldwell, assisted by Mr. F rancis Blair. T he
membe rs were, front row : Charles Wallace, Melvin B ehner; second row : Lloyd Goble, Orvis Jenkins. Guy Koons, Beral M oore, E bner
McGin ley; third row: Hugh Gregory, George McMich ael, Guy Holsapple, J ohn Walla ce, Charles T yro; fourth row: John Sargent ,
Louis M cDona ld, Everett Cooper, Charles Austin, Robert Logan, Frank R ecord, Ralph Burgess (left ). T his caricature appeared in
t he 1925 W ARBLER (right).

A gym class does calisthentics in the "cracker box" gymnasium
adj acent to P emberton Hall which served as the home of E astern athletics throughout the Lord era .

Two famous names in Eastern's early years included Charles
P. Lant z (top, left) as he looked when he assumed the position
of ph ysical education director and Martin Scha rer (top , right ),
the captain of the 1916 football team who was later killed in
World Wa r I and for whom the football field was named in
1919. T he importance of women's athletics was recognized early
at Eastern. Among the most popular sports was field hockey
(bot tom).
21

T hese trim -whiskered fellows und oubtedly formed the most unusual club on campus in 1929-the Moustache Club. A few
of the Club's elite members also sported
monades. They are Frye, E lliott, Doreman, Grubb, Sims, Aikman, I sley, Bechtel, Miller, W altrip, Whiteacre, Miller,
Rutledge, Taylor, Davis, Chan ey, Waltrip,
Carter, Etnire, Beatty, Adams, Deverick,
Kelley, Corbin.
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Fmn k Ht>nderson
Charles Hill
Nt>ma Blackburn

' Sophia Miles Morgan
Small classes made for a close knit stu-

dent body. Within years of the first
graduating claaa, the alumni were united.

The Student Board of Control in 1928
was third in a long line of student government associations, originating with the
coeds " P emberton Hall Government" in
1917. Th e officers were: Gideon H.
Boewe, president; Hallie Whitsell, vicepresident; Paul Wilson, secretary-treasurer.
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T hese dark -hai red bea uties in fr ill y scalloped skirts and satin
blouses we re 1930's members of the Girl's Glee Club, pledging
themse lves to " th e advancement a nd appreciation of good music
in our school." The me mbers are Welch, business mana ger;
Whitten, Christman, Miller, Timmons, McComb, Edmiston,
Livingstun, S tall ings, Todd. secretary; Squires, Nay , Nichols,
Jared, president ; Osburn, Laingor, Wood, Wasson, Glathart,
Green, McNary, treasure r; Schumacher, White, Masterson,
Walden , King, Gilbert, Major.

Clubs Involve Majority
Of Students--1899--1933
jfrom 1899-1933 students were identified by their
penchant for clubs. Aside from sports, the earliest favorite, musical, dramatic and journalistic organizations
sprang up and involved a majority of students.
The first school play, "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
began a Shakespearean trend at its presentation by the
Dramatic Club in 1902. In 1925 The Players replaced
the sagging Dramatic Club and began staging a yearly
spring play under the direction of sponsor Harry Giles.
Closely akin to dramatics was music and the organization of a comic opera "King Herald the Cold' 'in 1929.
Mr. DeF Widger had conceived the lyrics while Mr.
Koch composed the music for the achievement. Mr. Koch
and Miss Major were responsible for directing the college
orchestra organized in 1924, and the men and women's
glee clubs begun in 1901 and 1902 respectively. Ora
Railsback of the physics faculty began the college band
in 1927, and arranged for the group's first public appearance in chapel and at a season football game as a
marching unit.

In 1920 a "post-graduate" class consistin g of Russell Anderson,
'16; Charles B a ker, '17 ; G age Carman, ' 19; Edward Hood, ' 19;
Edgar Leach, '16 ; Hubert McK enzie, '19; H . E. Weaver, '19, was
formed the same year a four year progra m leading to a degree
was initiated .

From 1927-33 the Domafians Art Club remained one of the
most successful of the social scholastic clubs. T he officers of
this club, 1928, were: Hallie Whitsel, p resident; Delbert Miller,
vice-president; Vi rginia Modesitt, secretary; Wayne Cooper,
treasurer.

Model school students learned a handful of crafts in th ei r
g rammar school and high school clubs.

23

T he Class of 1924 rests on the ir laurels shortly before presentatio n of a t h ree-act com ed y for the grad uating seniors in 1923.

An elaborate set comple te with balcony was the accomplis hed feature in this
early 1930 play, " H omecoming Vodville." The playe rs of th is scene we re Cook,
Bennett, M ajor, Mitchell.

In 1930-31 Hal Middlesworth se rved as editor for the 15th year of publication of
the T eache rs College News. For H omeco ming the staff celebrated with a 12-page
pape r , the la rgest printed up to tha t time.
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Queen Ernestine Reigns And Ives Sings
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E rnest ine T a ylor a nd her co u rt, Catherine Sha ffer , '31; Be tty
Shaffer , '33; Hele n Webe r , '34 ; Betty H amer, '32, in 1931 we re
amon g the fi rst of the H omecoming q ueens and t heir lady
attendan ts.

Being ready and willing to sing anywhere, anytime, ch aracterized m embers of M usic Master F ried erich K och's (mid dle)
qua rtet. Burl Ives (far left), second tenor, was counted among
the group 's distinguished membersh ip. Other m em bers were
Bruce Fulwide r, first t en or; F red Chaney, fi rst bass; Paul
Bridges, second bass.

'ilJ:: he Normal St:hool News-la ter in 192 1 to he the
Teachers College News-began t he day before t he fi rst
"EI" Homecoming in 1915 as a business ventu re between
two enterprising students Ernest Bails and Ivan E .
Goble. Mr. DeF Widger served as the fi rst advisor. In
1925 t he News became a member of the Illinois College
Press Associa tion. In 1929 Franklyn Andrews was a ppointed advisor to the News and its sister publication,
WARBLER.
In 1901 a Parliamentary P ract ice Club was organized
which admitted men st udents only and held weekly
meetings with a faculty member "for the purpose of
mastering the princi ples of parliamen tary law." From
1905 to 1935, there was no forensics group, t hough in
1920 an "oral English" course was requ ired. T he clamp
down on speaking descended from Mr. Lord 's disa pproval of debate. He felt "that argument for the sake of
vanquishing an opponent, especially argument against
conviction, is bad for t he mind." Students had rights to
exercise opinions in t he formation of t he Student Board
of Controls, in 1926 an d the Student Council in 1920,
both organizations stemming from the original studen t
government in Pem Hall in 1917.
Education was uppermost in st udents' minds in t he
Lord era. The training school was rigorous, especially
considering that many normal school students had already taught in rural schools. In 1931 as a benefit to the
honor students in educational study Dr. Emma Reinhardt established a chapter of Kappa Delta Pi honorary
education fraternity.
In the early 1930's the pull of the depression was
devastating. In addition, in 1932 t wo members of the
Eastern "family" died, Florence E. Gardiner of t he
training school and Walter Nehrling, superintendent of
grounds. April 5, 1933, a ten percent faculty cut was
imperitive and t he second half of summer term was discontinued. The eight y-year old man schoolmaster with
thinning white hair who had never given out au thorit y
did not retire from his work. P resident Lord did allow
time for sitting for his oil portrait, a gift of his faculty.
In a dark suit and a black bowtie, with a watch fob
dangling impeccably from a breast pocket , the mustached
scholar sat in a chair, his hands touching its arms. Facult y and students were p)eased wit h the finished product,
and quick to note t hat wherever one stood, the eyes
rested upon them from angles. It has been said that
Mr. Lord's eyes look sad.
H. W. Shryock recalls t he final impressions of the
school master weeks before his death. "On April 24 last,
we drove together from Macomb to Pana, and I think
he was never more entertaining or more brilliant than
he was on every mile of the one h undred and twenty-five
mile drive t hrough t he pleasing spring landscape of
central Illinois on a perfect Ap ril day . ... just before
we stepped out into the street to t he waiting car I
t urned and found him watchin g us take our depa rt ure.
I saw on the fine old face a sad shade of weariness and
an unwanted sagging of the t ired shoulders.
25

Edson H. Taylor, a member of the mathematics
faculty since 1899, who had often se rved administrative duties for Mr. Lord in his absence, was
appointed acting president for a year's term.

His wife--Mrs. Mary E. Cook Lord (December
6, 1853-March 5, 1924) .
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President Lord, Mr. Lord, L . C. Lord , L ivingston C. Lord, L ivingston Chester
Lord out in the snow during the winter 1925-26.

A Hero Has Fallen. • . And We Need Him
And there death came quietly-in the house on 7th St.

The inscription on the tombstone is as Lord himself wished it.
" It (in scription ) is enough," wrote Isabel McKinney. "He is

not ther e . . .. this man on earth shall never die."

JL

ivingston C. Lord held those who knew him speechless. He numbed them by his presence. Those meeting
him once never forgot him, and those knowing him thirty
years couldn't describe him. But that he made a lasting
impression is evident on every faculty member and every
alumnus graduated from the school in his 34 years of
life at "EI."
"I have studied in five universities and taught in three
without meeting anywhere anything that I now value
so much as the guidance and inspiration that came from
direct personal association with him for eleven happy
years, and, after that, from letters down to the last,"
remembered Henry Johnson, history department head,
Columbia University, of the educator he taught under.
Members of his faculty and representatives of the student population rendered the man a modern day saint,
attributing to him their every success. Mr. Lord would
have disagreed with their verdicts. "I have never had
to go far to find my superiors," he insisted.
Despite the fact that Lord was more than eighty his
death on May 15, 1933 of a bronchitis attack broke the
town with its shock. Coeds spoke in frightened whispers
in their rooms at Pem Hall, and faculty members stared
unbelieving at his office door. "President Lord died today," one faculty member paused to note in his daily
diary.
The closed casket of the President was borne beneath
the three arches of Old Main by six young faculty
members, Lawrence Ashley, Harold Cavins, Charles Coleman, Ora Railsback, Glenn Seymour, Eugene Waffle,
and placed in the chapel before the white-faced students
and tearful faculty. After services, the body was buried
in a plot in Mound Cemetery west of Charleston, beside
that of his wife who had died nine years earlier. The
grave was marked by a simple tombstone of New England stone, with the one-line eulogy, "He was a teacher."
The President's death evoked eulogies from pens
across the nation. Isabel McKinney began the silent
task of completing her biography, Mr. Lord.
"His finger was on the pulse of the students at all
times," mourned the News in a black-border edition.
Alongside the editorial was a favorite Lord poem by
Danfarron which seemed to describe the death and the
master, "And there it ended quietly-. The road I
followed long, Only the stars above the bush And touch
of breeze in song . . ."
Rev. William Blair of the Charleston Presbyterian
Church in the funeral address eulogized, "As we come
to the end of day words fail us. A hero has fallen and we
-we are not heroes, and we need him."
Eastern in 1933 was merely a small state college. Excepting the unusual architecture of Main Building, later
to be renamed in honor of the late president, there was
little extraordinary about the campus. A handful of
buildings, a thicket of woods, a lake that was beginning
27

''The Years Of The Iris''
to recede t o little more than a swampy pond and a scattering of class memorials comprised the instit utional grounds.
Student population was drawn mostly from small high
schools in eastern Illinois counties. A few instruct ors had
their doctorates and some had masters certificates, but
there were many newcomers with little experience and
nothing beyond a bachelors degree to offer.
Since its origin the tiny school had thrived on the
perseverence and sacrifice of a somewhat arrogant, yet kind
dictator-gentleman, L. C. .Lord. In death his legend grew
by his bereaved followers. For those who had clung hardest
to his teachings, it seemed probable t hat the entire normal
school system could fall at the white-haired leader's death.
Acting President Edson H. Taylor administered decisions
in a Lord-like manner. Bringing in a new man, an outsider,
was to be a difficult task. Yet staff and faculty expected
the new president to fill Lord's shoes in all ways, an impossibility.
Robert Guy Buzzard, the man succeeding the much
praised Lord accepted his appointment as second acting
president, knowing he would strive to be himself, rather
than a carbon copy of Lord. Buzzard, originally from
Sumner, Ill., had more formal education than Lord with
bachelors and masters degrees from the University of Chicago and a doctorate from Clark University, Worchester,
Mass. In September 1933, the Board of Trustees selected
Buzzard, 43, head of the T eachers College. In October
Buzzard was in Charleston after resigning from his position
as geography department head at Illinois State Normal
University.
Perhaps the president's greatest aid to understanding
the school t hat he was to head was his wife, Irene Couchman Buzzard, a member of Class of 1916 at Eastern Normal School. Buzzard admit ted later that he and his wife
had often discussed t he great qualities of Eastern's first
president with Illinois State's. "President Lord always
won out in t he contest ."
Even though Buzzard was a fan of Lord's, be noted with
concern the flagging faculty and the lack of qualifications
and saw that a gym to replace the crammed crackerbox
and a science building were needed desperately. An early
decision was the changing the bachelor of education degree
to a bachelor of science in education award, the same degree as offered at the University of I llinois. Chapel, a
touching daily service under Livingston Lord, was held biweekly under Buzzard unt il 1935 at which time a weekly
attembly was adopted. T uesday through Saturday classes,
which had long before outgrown t heir purpose of allowing
teachers to observe public school classes Mondays, were
altered to a Monday through Friday schedule.
Plying the old school with unprecedented changes saddened some of the Lord generation faculty, bringing resignat ions, yet did not seem to mar the spirit of newly enrolled students. Facing the school as a challenge, Buzzard,
brisk and outspoken with a flair for conversation and a
fancy for good gardening and landscaping began 23 years
at Eastern- known to some as the years of the iris.
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On a snowy day in th e winter of 1956, President B uzzard
breaks th e grou nd for a new tra ining school which was lat er
named in his honor-Robert G. Buzzard Laboratory SchooL

President a nd M rs. Robe rt G. B uzzard, 1955.

-

----

Percy, the P anthe r, was a recurring figu re in the 1953 WARBLE R , involved in all activities. P resident Buzzard is presenting

Percy with an enrollment blank for the fall term of the 1952-53
school year.
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M orning chapel in Old Aud was a Lord administration tradition. While speakers
and performers were often brought onto campus, President Lord not infrequently
deliv.e red eloquent lectures.

Since the 1910's, Pemberton Hall residents
have watched closing hour activities in the
stairwell.

A grove of oak trees dominated the south edge of the original 40-acre campus of Eastern as was shown in the left in the 19 19
W AR B LER. By the mid 1930's many of these trees had disappeared to make way for an amphitheatre and gardens. A few still remain
today.
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Postwar Building Spree Adds Library
ith a new president, Eastern began to have a new
look. Looking at Eastern's shrinking beauty, evident in the
muddy lake, its administrator began efforts to landscape a
garden on the south campus near Schahrer Field. The old
model school garden south of the powerhouse had fallen
into disuse, and the President used that ground for a similar floral project. The hardy blue and white "flags" in his
memory from his grandmother's garden, were reincarnated
as the iris gardens broke into first blooms. Each flower was
tagged with its name so visitors might order similar ones_
One facultyman thought of the iris as an immortal flower,
as symbolic as the towers of Main Building:
Let's stroll among the iris
As the parting days draw nigh
And choose a lovely color
To remember Eastern by.
As the depression weighed heavily upon the nation, Eastem's new administrator soon realized that the Board was
not about to raise funds for further building construction.
Five years elapsed without a contract for any building.
agreed upon. President Buzzard attached his interests to
academics, nonetheless working to establish an extension'
program, a commerce department (later to be the department of business education) and a speech department-!
all in 1937.
1

Shortly before the building expansion began on campus numerous iris flowe r beds were blooming each spring within
view of Old Main.

~

,_.

In 1938 the building silence was ended as the Health!
Education building located on the drained site of Lake
Ahmoweenah was dedicated in May before an elated Coach
Lantz. Two springs later in 1940 the science building with
its austere concrete men and block glass windows, was
added to the campus. A library was still in the offing when
the library and flagpole went up in 1942. World War II
put a temporary end to funds again, as student population
decreased and a largely coed campus made use of those
facilities just added. As a trickle of post-war students
developed into a flow and then an overflow, emergency
war surplus buildings were moved to campus to serve as
classroom space.
In 1948 the student lounge and college cafeteria opened
and ground was broken for the "long-prayed" for library.
In time for the 1948 Jubilee Homecoming, the cornerstone
of Mary J Booth Library was laid by Miss Booth herself.
"We're just having a good time now,'' President Buzzard
recalls telling Miss Booth the day of the festivities.
Another proud moment came for President Buzzard when
Lincoln-Douglas Residence Halls were erected in 1952,
Douglas being the first university dormitory for men students, and Lincoln becoming the second dormitory to
house coeds. A food service joined the two twin dorms.

Named in honor of Ma ry Josephine Booth, at E astern from
1904 to 1945, the Library was opened in 1950. An addition
will be completed in late 1968.

"Trailerville" in 1945 and "Campus City" in 194 7 made
of army surplus buildings, alleviated the misery of househuntiq for World War II veterans returning to school
with families. Though facilities were not glamorous, they
cut down renting costs and administrators and veteran
students admitted, "They served us just fine."
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An award winner in a long-string was the 1935 W ARBLER (top. left ). F ranklyn And rews. studen t publications ad viser 1929-44 (top.
right) . The proofing press and its process was p ictu red in the 1936 WA R BLER (bottom).

The 1942 WARBLER showed
L ee Podesta , editor, riding in
the engineer's spot, with Albert
Goldsmith, Earl Baughman, F . L.
Andrews and Ed Weir giving a
mighty push.
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~~colseybur''

Fluffs the Bird's Feathers

:Jf

ranklyn Andrews arrived at Eastern in t he last
years of the Lord era to join the English department.
In 1944 after a 15-year career boosting the WARBLE R
and the NEWS to national acclaim, t he 44-year old
adviser died, t he unfortunate victim of appendicitis in
the days before antibiotics. In his 15 years, Andrews, an
energetic personality who admired kooky college kids,
left more of an impression than most men leave in a full
lifetime of accomplishment.

Andrews'! impression is evident through the national
ratings of his publications. From 1936-43 the W ARBLER achieved either a first class or all-American rating,
the highest award merited, in competition with the
Associated Collegiate P ress. In one seven-year period,
six WARBLERS earn"'d "Medalist" ratings from the
Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
T o the workers on t he " bird" Andrews was a livewire
man. Week nights t he staff met at his home, in view
of the small office space allowed in Main Building for
student publications. After the busy work was laid aside,
Mrs. Andrews served refreshments while adviser and
students practiced t he art of conversation over the music
of the orthophonic victrola.
Andrews' instinct for inventive writing was evident in
some 420 News columns he penned under t he pseudonyms "Ole Poker Face" and "Hellandreinagh Colseybur,"
a name conjured from the last names of seven faculty

members (Coleman, Seymour, Heller, Reinhardt, Guinagh, Burris, Andrews) . His columns were often mimicked
in the WARBLERS. The humor section of the 1932
WARBLER numbered pages, " the first trump, the second trump," and "this is the last trump," whimsical expressions of t he adviser. T he vacant end pages of the
1935 WARBLER carried round photos of Old Main and
were headlined with the "Andrews-ism," "Glad I knew
you, old man. College was fun, wasn't it?" Throughout
the Andrew's WARBLERS a consistent effort was seen
to trace the st udent life of "Joe College" and to follow
t he war years' effect upon t he student.
During t he war years, Andrews drove on nearly all
female staffs, causing him to remark once, "Mann may
have started education, but woman certainly kept it
going."
Kevin Guinagh, foreign language department, and
later Francis P almer, English department, advised the
WARBLE R from 1944, cont inuing participation in national contests with awards being won.
T he 1936 WARBLER, "Smoke and Steel," was the
first edition to adopt a theme. Themes became the rage
during t he war years when books were dedicated to
E astern alumni in service. T he humor page supplemented with snapshots decreased in size until it disappeared entirely in the mid 1940's. As the war wore on,
t he "bird" did some molting, and emerged a trifle on the
thin side, 1943-46.

l.",UCI'V••

1939

1940

1941

U.AI1l.R~

1954
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President Makes
Friends Through
The Open Door
3J n his earliest interview with the Teachers College
News, Buzzard declared that he would have an "OpenDoor" policy in regard to meeting students and faculty.
He obviously meant his commitment literally as a
faculty member later noted, "His office door was always
open, unless he was in conference." Buzzard's relations
with faculty, especially the newcomer, were especially
friendly. A handful of young men carried over from the
final years of Lord were an aid to the new man. Dean
Frank Beau initiated a two-day study session prior to
exams for upperclassmen in 1935. Hobert F. Heller, the
first Dean of Men, recognizing a pressing need for housing for men, began a men's cooperative dormitory in
1934, the Panther's Lair, which housed students until
its destruction by fire in 1942. It stood near the present
day Lincoln Hall.
Charles H. Coleman, assisted by colleague Glen Seymour, did local research and wrote pamphlets on Coles
County. Later in the Buzzard era Coleman was the man
tapped to write a detailed history of the school in honor
of its fiftieth year, 1948-49. Coleman's Fifty Years of
Public Service, published in 1950, was both a pictorial
and written account of the college and normal school.
Kevin J. Guinagh, an inventive teacher with a magnetic personality, Isabel McKinney, the aging Normal
School teacher with a wealth of information concerning
the Lord years and Howard DeF Widger were among
the faculty preparing additional readings, translations
and poetry for publication.
The iron maiden of the library, Mary Booth, who
numbed students and faculty alike with her austere
efficiency, became one faculty member of the Lord years
Buzzard could count on for friendship. Buzzard enjoyed
telling t he story, "You make people cry. I think I'm the
only person on campus who is not afraid of you." In 1948
at the cornerstone laying of the library, "a gift from
God and Gov. Horner," President Buzzard was "gleeful"
of its being named in Miss Booth's honor. "It was the
first building a Board ever named for a living woman."
Faculty members still held frolic now and then, picnics
remaining "in" events; President Buzzard was known to
invite friends home for dinner on the spur of the moment
and prepare the repast himself. Once the four Buzzard
boys were grown, the Buzzards opened their rooms to
roomers. Professors George Rommel and Robert Blair
were among the single faculty men having the unique
opportunity of living with their "boss."
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The 1941 WARBLER was dedicated to these "younger'' fac·
ulty members in tribute to their leadership of the "Eastern
Cavalcade:" Kevin Guinagh, Winnie Neely, Robert Shiley,
Grace Williams, Leo Dvorak, Gilbert Carson, Roy Wilson,
Franklyn Andrews. Glenn Seymour, Rudolph Anfinson, Glenn
Ross and Charles Coleman.

Camile Monier came to the campus as head of the grounds in
1937 and served until 1967. Raymond R. Gregg took over the
business manager's duties in 1934 and retired in 1963.

Temporary classrooms courtesy of the fede ral
government sprung up on campus as World War
II veterans inundated the campus.

Dr. Kevin Guinagh, popular foreign language professor, autographs his translation of Aenid, one of
his numerous literary accomplishments.

Heading the staff of the Booth Library when it
opened were Miss Margaret Ekstrand, Miss Lee
Anna Smock, and Dr. Roscoe F. Schaupp.

Carving at the traditional Faculty Christmas is an honor. Coach
"Charlie" Lantz, left, did so for more than forty of the affairs.
Still carving today is Dr. Guy Seymour.
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Organizations Sprouted in Buzzard Era
mepartmental clubs in geography, physics, art and
zoology were among new groups in the Buzzard years
added to "discuss the deeper problems of one's field."
Albert B. Crowe, Walter M. Scruggs, Hiram F. Thut
and Ernest Stover were among the energetic faculty
sponsors of the groups. The Art Club was addressed by
painter, Paul Sargent, while the science clubs took short
trips to Turkey Run State Park.
The writers' club, Sigma Tau Delta with Winnie Davis
Neeley sponsor and Sigma Delta, the honorary jour·
nalism society, were livewire groups conducted by the
English department. The Sigma Tau Delta gained mem·
bership a few years later when the Ahrnoweenah writers
began.
Journalist gatherings with guest speakers from the city
dailies and the Associated Press were held at Andrews'
home. The 1935 WARBLER recalled these meetings
with humor and defined a member's choice of seating,
"If he arrives early, he has his choice of the Andrews'
easy chairs; late, he sits on the floor, on the stairway,
or on the baby's chair." By 1952 two years of journalism
courses were offered by the English department.
Throughout the Buzzard years foreign language clubs
sprouted, beginning with Der Deutsche Verein and a
new French Club, Le Circle Francais. Kevin Guinagh,
department head, Ruth Carman, Latin instructor, and
Elizabeth Michael, French instructor, were sponsors.
In 1940 social science students and guests enjoyed
"all the noise and ballyhoo" of a real political convention
when The Forum Club, one of the earliest groups, feted
a mock Republican convention in Old Auditorium.
Religion affiliated clubs were born within the Buzzard
era, the first being the Catholic Study Club in 1939,
which became the Newman Club the next year. Wesley
Fellowship (1940), Gamma Delta (1941) and Christian
Fellowship (1946) were among other groups formed, as

the Charleston community churches began to take a
deeper interest in t he religious welfare of the student
and his value to the community church.
The Eastern State Club in 1937 became the first
service organization at Eastern, followed in 1947 by
Alphi Phi Omega scouting society, and was related to
the Alumni Service in that several State Clubs were
eventually organized. When Alumni officers set up an
alumni association, t he first issue of tbeEastern Alumnus
was published in 194 7.
"There is a disquieting opinion among the E.I. intel·
ligentsia and elsewhom that devotees of the dramatique
- who masquerade under the naive t itle, 'Players'- are
pathological vict ims of a craving for exhibitionism," the
1935 WARBLER reported concerning t he school's dra·
matic society. Despite criticism, eighty performers were
recruited that year to act in "The Importance of Being
Ernest" and "Hay Fever.'' Stage fever attacked students
from the depression times up until the 1940's when the
scarcity of males caused coeds to lose interest in theatre,
in addition to other campus activities. After the war
improved allowance for costumes and scenery plus the
promise of a new theatre and a director named Gabbard
renewed interest in t heatre arts. Plays remained the best
attended of all campus activities.
J oining the thespians in their work to produce allstudent operas was the music department. The biggest
extravaganza came in 1949 with Director Leo Dvorak's
rave presentation of "The Bartered Bride." Also in the
1940's Dvorak's program of Handel's Messiah thrilled
a packed house, and was boasted to have had the highest
percentage of student non·required attendance in the
school's history.
Forensics, a tabooed organization under Lord, was
renewed by Buzzard and a speech department with
Glen Ross at its head arranged. Speech students took

F ounded in 1927, t he Easten M arching Band was started by Dr. OraL. Railsback.
physics teacher. I ts first a p pearance was on October 22, 1927, at chapel, followed
by playing a t a football game with Evansville College.

As other social organizations have. Sigma Pi
fraternity has had down through the years an
annual Christmas party for Charleston children .
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part in plays in between speaking engagements in state
competition with other colleges. Traveling to Tennessee
for a radio broadcast involved others in the days before
radio at Eastern. With t he creation of station WLBH
in Mattoon, a regularly scheduled program was allowed.
Its first presentation featured a round table discussion
between Buzzard and his immediate administrative cabinet and Ray Livesay, station manager.
Student government remained a slow and much divided child during the early Buzzard years. A 1940
WAR BLER describes t he student council, one government organization, as being "first accused of inactivity
and later of being dictatorial." Women's league, advised
by Dean Elizabeth Lawson and Men's Union Board,
meeting wit h Dean Heller, were other student groups
considered in the government. Together the organizations planned all-school dances and the Mother's Day
Tea. The "Greenie" caps sported by freshman were administered under the auspices of the councils as well.
In 1949 five councils made up the student government
network, the intrafraternity and Pan-Hellenic groups
added.

Homecomings reigned supreme over all teachers college activities, and were much enhanced by the growing
Greek organizations. A big parade, football game, open
houses, teas, and the Homecoming dance wit h the crowning of the queen climax were the highlights of the
autumn Saturday Homecomings.
Social fraternities and sororities accounted for the
biggest upswing in campus society since Pemberton Hall
was created. Teas, formals and intramural sports were
sponsored by the four fraternities and t hree sororities,
and President and Mrs. Buzzard visited Greek houses
for dinners. Serenading and pinnings were followed
weekly by the News columnists on the largely Greek
staffs.

Supervision of student activities were divided according to the
sexes from 1930 until post World War II. T he Men's Union,
a bove, was founded in t hat year along with the Women's League.
The respective deans were advisers.

Ruth St. J ohn reigned ove r Eastern's 50th anniversary Homecoming in 1948. She was crowned by Bob Black, top. 1942 cheerleaders Paul "R ed" Graham, Cha rles Long, Anthony Bushur,
illustrate t hat E astern's spirit carried on th rough WWII even
though the ranks of the athletic teams we re soon depleted. bottom.
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Coeds Take Catsup
Pledge Against
Sn1oking
~tudent pockets were penniless in 1933 at the start

of the Buzzard administration. Budgets shrank in recreation and building funds alike as the students developed
a new sense of earnestness toward their education. They
felt a sense of safety in the "towers" despite t he overall
conditions of the country. They developed an appreciation of their campus, and joined the visitors who toured
t he iris gardens Sunday afternoons. The "no classes
Saturday" schedule allowed them to have weekend jobs,
and despite hard t imes, suitcasing weekends to get home
and help out was begun.
One of the new president's pre-war innovations in
1941 was attractive to those who could afford it, the
summer tour. At Illinois State Buzzard has been involved with a tour system, which he transferred to Eastern. A four or five week itinerary took a busload of
st udents to Canada. The tours, both educational and
recreational, were sponsored by the geography.
Classes were incensed with patriotic fervor when
"Pearl Harbor" made World War II imperative. Scrap
and newspaper drives by coeds and men remaining on
campus caught News and WARBLER spotlights and,
as in World War I, a war flag was displayed in the front
corridor of the Main Building.
StTangely enough prior to the war coeds had secret
meetings and took catsup-signed pledges to refuse acquaintance with any "foolish-hearted" male who indulged in the cardinal sin of smoking. Columnists in

Mary E. Thompson served the school from 1930 until 1959.
She is here with ,Jacob Ousley and Dr. S . B. Goff, school
physician from 1937 to 1941 (top) . Known as the Golf Course
Lake, these twin ponds have provided skaters, fishermen , tugof-war participants, and lovers with a respite from studies
(bottom) .

J ohn Worland, '41, was fea tured in the 1942 WARBLER on its last page as a final salute to t he Eastern
men serving in WWU. Forty-eight former Eastem students gave their lives during the 1941-45 conflict.
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Two familiar alumni faces to students since the late thirties:
the late "Red" Graham was cheerleader a:nd campus leader in
the 1938-41 period a:nd Walt Warmouth who purchased the Little
Campus in 1938 and has been associated with campus business
ever since.

Margery Thomas, 1942 Homecoming Queen, placed a memorial wrea th on the Scharer Memorial, now located just west
of the Library.

Numerous students paid their way through college by washing
pans in Pem Hall from 1908 to the present.

the News gave out spiels about yellowed fingers and
bad breath resulting from use of the tobacco weed.
They recalled President Lord's chapel reference to a
cigarette being like a camel in that both "smelled vile."
Once Joe College came home from the war, an accustomed "veteran" to smoking pipe, cigar and cigarette,
coed minds changed, cigarette advertisements were added
to the News and an old precedent discarded for good
amid talk of loosening morals and the "Baby boom."
With the veterans' reappearance on campus, additional
needs brought in G.I. barracks for temporary classroom
space and for married housing apartments. Sorority and
fraternity life boomed in the late 1940's, causing the
WARBLER to include "campus personalities" sections
pages to their editions, preludes to a Greek Section.
Postwar students cheered the efforts of their "alert,
active and alive" President Buzzard to bring a cafeteria
to campus in 1947-48. Established in a war surplus
building, the refectory was furnished with war surplus
also. Mrs. Raymond Gregg, wife of t he business manager,
recalls President Buzzard phoning at 11:30 at night to
exclaim, "I've found a potato masher in Indiana! " He
and Gregg rolled out of bed at 5 a.m. the next day to
claim the machine.
Attached to the cafeteria was an old ammunitions
storage building which became a private dining hall for
faculty and students. Buzzard called it "the woodshed,"
and the name stuck, until t he facility was wall papered
and rechristened the "ivy room."
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Gym Dedicated to
~ fter successfully coaching all three major sports from

1911 to 1934, Coach Charles P. 'Pop' Lantz relinquished
the football and basketball teams to younger men in
1935, but remained as baseball coach until his retirement in 1952 climaxing a 40 year coaching career.
During the Buzzard years Lantz also served as Director
'of Physical Education and Athletics.
I Upon his retirement the Health Education Building
constructed in 1938 was rededicated in his honor. Under
the leadership of Lantz, Eastern's teams became known
as good losers as well as good winners, emphasizing team
spirit and fair play. Lantz also kept Eastern away from
"commercialization" with every athlete paying his own
way and a student in good standing.
Throughout his careers Lantz was a leader of the
Illinois Intercollegiate Athletic Association. With enrollments going down in private schools and up in state
institutions during the depression years of the '30's the
IIAC began losing private school members. In 1937 ten
schools dropped out and four years later six more schools
withdrew leaving only the five state supported schools
as members. In 1952 the conference expanded to seven
teams with the addition of Central Michigan University
'a nd Eastern Michigan University and changed its name
~om Illinois to Interstate Intercollegiate Athletic Confer·ence. In recognition of his contributions the conference
it rophy awarded annually to the most valuable baseball
player in the IIAC was named in honor of Lantz.
I
The Buzzard era saw the addition of 2 more sports.
Added in 1935 was golf, wrestling in 1948-9 rounded out

~Pop'

Lantz

the sports scene. With its broad range of athletic activity
Eastern was confined to the cracker box adjacent to
Pemberton Hall when Buzzard took office. Long outmoded, the cracker box was finally replaced by the
physical education and recreation building in 1938,
which, rededicated to Coach Lantz, served as the home
of the Panthers until 1966. At that time a new facility
was built for men's athletics and was named for Lantz.
The old building was turned over to the women's physical education department and renamed for the second
t ime in honor of Florence B. McAfee, department head
from 1924 until her retirement in 1956. During her
career Eastern saw the growth of the Women's Athletic
Association started in 1932 to encourage participation
of women in athletics.
Meanwhile with the post war years and the return
of men to college campuses (during the war the number
of men dropped to 35 at one time) Eastern found renewed success in athletics. The 1947 baseball team was
the first to feel this renewed strength, taking its first
HAC championship in Lantz's long career as coach.
Coach Lantz's charges featuring a murders row lineup
the following year captured second place with six men
batting over .300. The Panthers came back in '49 to
take the championship again.
Eastern's football team experienced success in 1948
capturing its first conference championship since 1928.
But it was basketball which provided Eastern with its
real measure of success, taking five conference titles
over a six year period starting with the 1948-9 season.
During those years Eastern also participated in thee 1
NAIB national tournament five times.
_j

~----------~~~-----------------------------

1

1
1

-~~----------~

A winning ball club although not Eastern's best, the 1941 team typified the spirit of Lantz-coached athletic teams. Turning in a 7-5
record with excitement the key-word the '41 Panthers were calle::l one of the most popular teams produced by Lantz. The players
are: First Row: U rbancek, G race, M. Phipps, Anderhalter, P . Jones, Resch, Coach Lantz, Hart, Endsley. Second Row: Mizeur, B.
Treat, Glenn, Brehm, Tosolin, Isbell, J. Phipps, Zupsich.
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Rebuild was the battle cry of the late 1930's as E astern's football teams a ttempted to regain some of the b rilliance of earlier
years. Here an E astern runner heads into the line against
Illinois N ormal, who the Panthers held to a 0-0 tie.
'Pop' Lantz as he was called during the Buzzard era continued
coaching and bringing championships to Eastern.

In 1953 t he Health Education Building built in 193R was rededicated in his honor.

As onlookers watch in anticipation Neal Hudson, described as
the most versatile man on Eastern's track team, flies through
the air during broad jump competition. Hudson was indeed a
versatile athlete, as he also was captain of the 1948 basketball
team which brm1.ght E astern its fi rst IIAC championship in that
sport.
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The 1949 (}Qiden Jubilee WARBLER honored the '48 Corn Bowl team with this unique spread. The team members are: Front Row:
Ghere, Baker, Howard, Carlyle, Stivers. Gross, Horsely, Johnson , Cox, Bujnowski, Coach O'Brien. Second Row: Boudreau, Perry,
Crum, Snapp, Patridge, Pitol, Sink, Scruggs, Barnes, Smith, Lopinsld, Dongu, Assistant Coach Miller. Third Row: Sweet, Kruzich,
Adams, Sexson, Mills, Haworth, Gindler, Tschannen, Curtis, Wagner, Benoche, Mizener, Sargent, Assistant Coach Darling.

That Wonderful Golden Year: 1948-49
Probably the greatest team in any sport at Eastern was the 1951-2 basketball team
which piled up a 24-2 record. Here Coach William A. Healy confers with his starting
five: (L. to R.) Bobby Lee, Roger Dettro, Norm Patberg, Jim Johnson and Tom
Katsimpalis .
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Little All-American basketball player
Tom Katsimpalis scores against Southern
Illinois.

'QI:he

Captain Lou Stivers prepares to hike the ball for the opeDiD«I
of the 1948 golden anniversary football aeaaon which saw em win the IIAC championship and earn a trip to the

Bowl.

Bill 'Cracker' Crum slides into home plate to help the Panthers

I~ the 1949 IIAC championship. Crum was also elected
- n:» of the 1949 football team and played non-varsity basket-

earlier in his sports career.

1948-9 academic year must go down as the greatest ever in Eastern sports history. That year the State
College celebrated its 50th anniversary golden jubilee
with conference championships in all three major sports.
The clean sweep started with the 1948 football season. The Panthers coached by Maynard 'Pat' O'Brien
posted a regular 7-2 season record going undefeated
against four IIAC foes. The only losses came against
Eastern Kentucky 25-14 and Indiana State 21-20. The
Panthers closed their regular season by pasting defending conference champion Southern Illinois 38-0.
By virtue of their outstanding record the Panthers
were invited to play in the now defunct Corn Bowl held
in Bloomington on Thanksgiving Day. Going into the
post season game favored to win, Eastern was upset 6-0
by Illinois Wesleyan in what was described as a "hardfought" contest.
There were several outstanding players on that '48
squad, but perhaps the favorite of Eastern fans was
Captain Lou Stivers. Playing center, he was known as
a "brainy" football player, with an uncanny ability to
outguess the opposing teams and to anticipate their
signals. Others who reaped honors that year were "Slug"
Barnes, voted most valuable player by his team-mates
and Don Johnson, a halfback who led the IIAC in scoring with eight touchdowns.
Eastern's basketball team picked up where the football team left off. Led by Captain Neal Hudson, Jon
Wilson and Don Glover, the Paris "twins" and a gangling
freshman by the name of Katsimpalis, the Panthers
started a basketball dynasty which was to rule the IT AC
for the next six years.
Coach William A. Healy's Panthers scored 23 wins
while losing only six. Following the regular season the
team won a four-team elimination tournament to select
an Illinois representative for the NAIB national tourney
in Kansas City, Mo. The Panthers defeated Miami
University and St. Jose at Kansas City to advance to
the quarter finals. There they lost in a "pulse pounding"
65-64 contest to Beloit College.
That year the Panthers were called the greatest team
in Eastern's history. In each of the next succeeding years,
Coach Healy's teams were once again called "the greatest." The crowning glory, however, would have to be the
1951-2 squad which went undefeated in 23 regular season
games. The squad ran into the Millikin "jinx" during the
NAIB district 20 playoffs, losing to the Big Blue by a
74-71 margin. The NAIB officials extended a special
invitation to Eastern to play in the national tourn~y at
Kansas City by virtue of the Panthers undefeated regular season record. The Panthers tied the tourney scoring
record by trouncing Huron College (S.D.) 113-78, but
were eliminated by Morningside College (Iowa) in a
98-93 margin contest. That final game closed the career
of Tom Katsimpalis, Little All-American center, who set
three individual scoring records that year.
Following the departure of Katsimpalis the dynasty
continued t wo more years with a fifth conference title in
1953 and a sixth in '54 under a new Coach Robert Carey.
Among the greats who graced the courts during Eastern's
six year reign included Hudson, Katsimpalis, Bobby Lee,
Roger Dettro, Norm Patburg, J im Johnson, Martin
"Chili" Chilovich and Ken Ludwig.
The third and fin al championship of the anniversary
year was added by the baseball team. The Lantz-men
capped an exciting season by capturing the IIAC flag
in the final conference game.
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The portrait of Dr. R. G. Buzzard, Eastern's second presiden t, was painted by R. E. Hult, right. It was a gift of Faculty, Alums,
Employees and Students in honor of his 20th year as administrator, October, 1953.

This was the aerial view of Eastern's campus n ear the end of President B uzzard's 1934-56 term
of office as president.
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An abundance of flowers enhanced the beauty of the
campus under Presiden t
Buzzard.

President Emeritus Pleased with Present
'When Robert Guy Buzzard came to Eastern in the
midst of depression, he came without friends. But in
1956 when he retired from his position, he left in Charleston many friends who mourned his resignation as others
had once mourned Lord's death. He was a sports goer,
as was the majority of the faculty. He loved a beautiful
campus, and made one with the delicate iris gardens
which attracted crowds on Sunday afternoon. It was
said that "if he was introduced to you one day and
you on the street the next day, he never passed you
without stopping to talk." He knew all the employees
in the growing institution by name. He built up the
faculty, and had more advanced degrees on his faculty ~
percentagewise than any other normal school in the
state.
After teaching two years at Southern Illinois University after his retirement, the President emeritus and his
wife moved to Tempe, Arizona where they reside presently. In excellent health, they spend summers traveling to
a handweaving school in the east, dropping through
Charleston on their return. Last fall the Buzzards made1
a visit, and the President emeritus commented on his
years at Eastern recalling his struggle with the building
program and the winning of acceptance by the faculty.'
Concerning Lord's philosophy, Buzzard stated, "You
either agreed with him or went down the road." He
recalled the days of barracks housing, the temporary!
classroom building and how he lamented paying $125,000!
for the land comprising the south campus today. As
students filed by at the change of classes outside the
Union, the president emeritus noted happily, "Not oli~
percent of the present students know me," and he.
recalled an anecdote concerning a former Eastern stuJ
dent who once waited on him at a restaurant. She didn'·
recognize Buzzard and was puzzled further when h~
inquired, "Do they still have me hanging in the fron
corridor of Old Main?''
Buzzard, admittedly hampered by the faculty an~
students' attachment to Lord, deigned not to have1
qualms over his departure. "I left with great joy-an
I left knowing the man who succeeded me would not nml
it the way I did." President Buzzard has been watc:
of the school's progress, and stated "I'm proud of it.
I've been very much pleased with this institution in tb.el
last 11 years."
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The formal portrait of Eastern's second President Robert Guy
Buzzard, Ph. D ., 1933-56.
Dr. Buzzard continues to visit the campus, stopping in about
twice a year. Judy Kallal. editor of this historical section, spent
a valuable period of time with him this fall.

Watching the 1956 H omecoming game are the former president,
Dr. R. G. Buzzard. left, and the new president Dr. Quincy
Doudna, standing right.

The Ukelele-Piaying
~

mustached former teacher from Wisconsin with a
wry sense of humor and a fondness for sailboating
became Eastern's third active president in 1956. He
holds an LL. D. from Carroll College and a Ph. D. from
the University of Wisconsin. The inauguration of Quincy
Von Ogden Doudna took place at Homecoming with
Mrs. Doudna and him honored guests riding in a convertible in the Saturday morning parade. Later in the
day he and President Emeritus Buzzard and their wives
watched sorrowfully as Eastern was defeated by Illinois
State in football.
A growing college with a beautiful landscape greeted
the new president. With the influx of students and new
faculty, problems arose in the transition of a teachers
college into a university. The close, personal relationship
between president and faculty in the terms of the other
two previous presidents, could not be maintained despite
Doudna's efforts to be a "people's" president. Doudna
acted to involve students to join in special committees,
and later to meet with architects planning new residence
halls. A faculty Senate was established. Channels for
communication were improved, but with the population
numbering in the hundreds for faculty and the thousands for student, the man at the top was not always
in reach even by his secretaries.
As a university president Quincy Doudna traveled
extensively to national conferences, Board of Governors'
meetings, and out of the country on assignments for the
state department. Spare moments from his desk and
dictaphone are rare, but at least a couple spring afternoons a year, Doudna lays down his busy work and
attends, Panthers baseball games. Sailboating as a mem-

P~esident

ber of a Decatur boat club is one recreation he tries
to fit in with his busy schedule. After hours visits to
dormitories are allowed for too. The P resident makes
friends at a dormitory Christmas party when he plays
his ukelele and reminisces about undergraduate days.
Weekly press conferences with the Eastern News are
musts in addition to private interviews with students
with suggestions or complaints. Doudna has student
groups over to his home on 11th Street; the President's
fluent Spanish and filmstrips of his South American
travels surprised Spanish Club visitors.
On a windy day on a quiet campus, as the President
returned to Old Main from the Union, a crumpled piece
of paper skipped about the backlawn of the "towers."
Unaware that anyone was watching, Doudna in suit and
tie ran off the sidewalk and into the wind and chased
down the demon paper. Retracing his steps to the sidewalk, he pushed the trash into his left suit pocket and
continued his walk to Old Main.
Despite the controversy over the building construction
program and ill response from some faculty and students
who do not know the man, Doudna has remained calm
and concerned. And his work in office has brought about
tremendous academic advancement for the school curriculum; in addition he has added more buildings to
the campus than both of his predecessors, and has
seldom received a trim in the budget he presents the
Board of Trustees.
Friday evenings students suitcase home, faculty men
close their office doors and the school locks up for
weekends. Saturday mornings, though administrative
offices are closed, a big green car is often seen before
Old Main, and it belongs to the President.
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President and Mrs. D oudna took the place of honor in the two-hour 1956
Homecoming parade by riding in the lead car.
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This 1961 picture finds the President stopping in for a
Coke at the Panther's Lair and talking with stud ents
Judy Brandt, Sharon K ahle, a nd Jim K irkham.
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The WARBLER photographer caught President Doudna in
front of the Union for his 1960 portrait.

Groundbreaking ceremonies had become commonplace on the Eastern campus until someone hit upon the idea to have President
Doudna man a Caterpillar for the Life Science Annex. On the shovels
are Dean Rudolph D . Anfinson, Dr. Harold Cavins, Dr. Garland T .
Riegel, and Dr. Kenneth E . Damann.
President and Mrs. Doudna
spent six weeks in the West
Indies in 1960 where he adReading is one of the luxuries
vised the local government on
for which a busy college president
formation of a new teachers
regretfully has too little time.
college.
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~ontroversy-~haraeteristie
(i:ontroversy is one quality that has never been in short
supply during t he Doudna years. T aking his new position
in 1956, P resident Doudna entered a situation filled with
uncertainties after the retirement of President Buzzard.
Since that time he has acquired the antagonism of many
students and faculty members who have disagreed with
his methods and -ideas.
Doudna's first public controversy was in 1959 when he
became involved in the requests for t he resignation of
E ASTERN NEWS Editor Bruce Shaeffer by the St udent
Publica tions Board in the midst of a hot debate between
students an d administration over university policy. Student P ublications adviser Francis Palmer supported his
editor and eventually was replaced.
The year 1964 will probably go down as the most
controversial in Eastern history. Campus police still
shake in their boots when they recall the famous water
fight that took place in the spring of t hat year. State
police and t he sheriff's office had to be called in to help
quell the rioting which splashed over the entire campus
and spread through Charleston.
Meanwhile, the NEWS had remained Doudna's chief
antagonist and in 1964 the editor was fired by t he controversial president after the Student Publications Board
voted not to act because of a lack of information. After
extensive research, Editor Jon Woods wrote a story
charging irregularities in the building program. NEWS
adviser Ken Hesler withheld t he story when an attorney
said that the story was libelous. In the controversy that
ensued Hesler temporarily resigned and Woods was fired.

Of
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The contents of the unpublished st ory were never made
public, but following Woods' dismissal anonymous letters
which made charges similar to t hose in the story started
appearing again in the mailboxes of faculty members and
select Charleston resident s.
T he letters were also sent to state legislators and in
1966 brought action as the Legislative Audit Commission
appointed Rep. James Loukas and Sen. Richard Larsen
t o investigate the charges. Amid a wave of publicit y the
two conducted a secret investigation t o "clear the air."
The suggestion was echoed by the legislators who didn't
have the technical knowledge needed to reach a definite
conclusion. Gov. Ott o Kerner then appointed a blueribbon committee composed of an engineer, architect and
contractor to at tempt t o answer t he allegations. In a
1967 spring report , t hey gave Eastern a clean bill of
health. Although some "false economies" were discovered
no illegal practices were found.
The continuing student-administration debate reached
a high point during the 1965-66 academic year when
Student Senate P resident Bob Luther and P resident
Doudna exchanged voluminous reports charging and refuting alleged student grievances. I mmediately following
t his controversy t he smouldering Greek-independent feud
burst int o flames when t he NEWS came out in support
of the independent candidate for senate president. Greek
supporters retaliated by stealing almost half t he papers
from t heir dist ribution points and burning them. T he
NEWS came back with another press run to replace the
papers.

Bill K aczor (right) q uestioned the members of Gov. Otto K erners three-man committee investigat ing alleged irregularities in Eastern's building program. T he investiga tors were (left to righ t) Walter Hanson . P hilip W ill and Leonard J . Graff. Its
report found no serious fa ults in the building program.

Cen t ral figu res in the building controversy were Ge rald Cravey . physical plant director. from 1952 to 1966. a nd John Woods. EAST E R N NEWS editor fired in January
1964.
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Warbler Grows
Plump And
~olorful
~tarting

out as a skinny little "bird," the WARBLER
grew plump and colorful during the Doudna years.
However, during its first fifty years it lost none of its
originality and creativeness.
The annual went to the dogs in 1959 when the staff
decided to honor Eastern's most loyal supporter- Napoleon. In dedicating the book to the golden retriever
who had the run of Eastern's campus for over ten years
the WARBLER splurged with a three-page picture
spread on "Nap'' plus a cover drawing and a cartoon on
each division page depicting the campus mascot's tailwagging role in each activity. Upon Napoleon's death,
the 1960 WARBLER featured "Nap" superimposed over
the towers of Old Main.

Many a WARBLER was produced by the staff working a rounrl
the tables of Professor and Mrs. Palmer during 1946-1959.

The yearbook continued under the guidance of Francis
P almer until September, 1959 when Daniel E. Thornburgh was appointed adviser. With experience in professional journalism and advising at other schools he soon
won the enthusiastic support of staff members as t he
yearbook was changed to add more "sparkle."
The "sparkle" came through the use of color pictures,
duotones, and color tint hlocks along with the emphasis
on magazine-style layout. Experimentation was the keyword, but it didn't always produce the desired effects.
The 1965 book was one which was certainly experimental, but failed to meet student expectations. T hornburgh took a sabbatical leave that year and R oger Cushman, the sports information direct or, filled in . The intention was to produce a photo essay entitled "This Is
Eastern." Color was dropped and the pages reduced in
size, becoming horizontal rather than the usual vertical.
Pictures were used without captions. Although the book
ended with a full page photo of t he editor and the
proclamation "Peace," t he reception it received was anything but peaceful.

Student journalists always seem to have a fun -loving streak as
1964 photographers Eddie Hutt and Linus Clark exhibit.

The following year the WARBLER did a complete
about face and the 1966 book was the biggest, most colorful in Eastern's history. It was also the most expensive,
overshooting its budget and leaving a deficit for t he
next year. Meanwhile, T hornburgh had returned and
took over the advisership of both the WARBLER and
the News, which that year went through three editors,
creating not hing but headaches for its adviser.
With the '67 "People, Places, Faces" WARBLER a
return to normalcy was achieved, with economy t he
watch-word. A closer cooperation with t he News was
sought and the t wo publications combined photography
staffs and later business staffs. Color was used sparingly
in '67 but t he WARBLER was still able to present :its
:first fold-out-an aerial view of the campus. With the
'68 Experiences, the WARBLER celebrates its :fiftieth
year of publication with probably its greatest single
undertaking: a 64-page history section.
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Dan T hornburgh has been WARBLER adviser since 1959. He
became EAST ERN N EWS and VEHICLE adviser J une, 1965.

Francis Palmer served as adviser of student publica tions from 1946 until June,
1959. The journalism minor program was developed under his guidance.

,
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Art symbols from 1964, '67, and '62
annuals.
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1957

1960

1961

~I

D r. Eugene Waffle, right, top left, retires in 1968 as the senior faculty member. The long-time English D epartment head was succeeded
by D r. Robert White, left. Dr. George Westcott has been director of Eastern Bands since 1949, top right. Among the dignitaries
b reaking ground for the Life Science Building in 1962 were D r. Walter Scruggs, Dr. Hobart H eller, Dr. E rnest Stover, and D r. Hiram
F . T but, bottom
The " E astemaires" represented the University in a USO tour of t he Caribbean area during 1964. D r. Earl Boyd was director of the
group.
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Faeulty Beeome
In-£rowd
~ lthough a school can change in name from a teachers

I n 1958 Gov. William Stratton was present at the dedication of
Weller Hall, named in honor of Miss Annie Weller, former
geography head, top. Joseph Connelly, political science instructor, became the first faculty member tO serve in the Illinois
House. H e was elected in the 1964 at-large election, bottom.

A Division of Pre-M edical Studies was formed in 1961. Many
of its students like Dan P etersen have gained valuable experience at the local hospital.

college to a university over night, t he actual change in
curriculum and attit ude is a long and tedious task. This
change was the major accomplishment of t he Doudna years.
The basic purpose of a university is formal education and
the symbol of achievement in this endeavor is the degree.
When P resident Doudna took office Eastern offered t he
Bachelor of Science in Education, Bachelor of Science,
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Science in Education degrees. In 1961 the Master of Arts and Master of Science
degrees were added and now Eastern offers a specialist in
E ducation degree, a pioneering move in the education of
school administrators.
Eleven years ago, the non-education degrees were virt ually meaningless since they were offered in very few fields.
Since that time non-education degrees have spread to almost all fields on both the undergraduate and graduate
levels. With the new degrees came the machinery to implement them in t he form of nine schools and colleges: the
College of Letters and Science, School of Music, School of
Business, Faculty for Professional Education, School of
Elementary and Junior High Teaching, Graduate School,
School of Home Economics, School of Industrial Arts and
School of Health and Physical Education.
Any program must have the faculty to implement it.
During the Doudna years t he faculty underwent a tremendous change due to t he great number of new positions
opening every year. Many younger faculty members were
added. An international flavor was also introduced as foreign born and/ or educated professors took positions here.
Despite the changes the basic emphasis on teaching rather
t han publishing or research was emphasized although many
faculty members began striking out in these areas on their
own. Also emphasized was a low student-teacher ratio with
a complete abhorance of the lecture hall concept. A personalized education was the rule.
Most of the changes of the Doudna era have come under
t he guidance of Hobart F. Heller who moved from his post
as dean of men to vice-president for instruction until his
retirement in 1967. T he administration has also seen many
new faces in the lait eleven years and probably the favorite
among the students has been Glenn D. Williams, dean of
student academic services. He is symbolic of the ideal college administrators as seen by the younger generation. A
former submariner and an admitted flying "nut" he still
tries to teach a philosophy class each quarter so that he
can stay in tune with t he students.
An example of the "new breed" professor is P. Scott
Smith, the bridge-playing nuclear physicist who served as
adviser to the controversial Independent Student Association, and Robert Whit e, the tennis playing English professor, who succeeded Eugene Waffle, a member of the original
faculty, as head of the English Depart ment. Then there is
old-timer Hiram Thut, t he young at heart botanist who
favors bicycle riding and snorkle diving. Faculty members
in t he Doudna era have emancipated themselves from the
old professorial stereotype and have proven that they are
truly members of the "in crowd."
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Life
Shoestring Living:
Students W or king
.3J

n 1957 Eastern was beginning a spurt of growth student-wise as well as building-wise. Student s from fa miliar eastern Illinois and Chicago counties blended among
Korean War veterans and out-of-state students. Foreign
students were to be the next incorpora tion int o t he new
state university. The administration was preparing for
the war babies generation of the 1960's.
Shoestring living was made easier for men stu dents
and veterans who worked for room and board at T he
Little Campus and other local coffee hangouts. With the
triad dorms opening, coeds scrambled for recept ionists'
positions and switchboard work. Universit y employment
opportunities for students rose with each new building,
the new University Union offering jobs in t he food service, the recreation room, and the lobby shop. Early
WARBLERS devoted layouts to essays on student
employment sweeping Old Main's sidewalks, answering
plugging switchboard cords, scrubbing stainless steel
cauldrons in the food services.
Smokers, teas and Sadie H awkins' Day dances became
routine among Greek organizations, exhibit ing a rise in
membership. A total of nine fraternities and five sororities were in existence by 1967 to absorb more of the
surging enrollment. Dances in the Union with bands in
the pop music field and all-university concerts were
sponsored by Greek houses t o raise money and promote
action on the campus. Greek-run government, viciously
unpopular with independent groups, led to reorganization of student senate in 1967, and Greeks lost some
influence in the growing 1960's. The erection of high
rise dormitories led to new social prestige for the residence hall and its leaders, who also sponsored concerts

and dances.
Tau Kappa E psilon frate rnity has a lmost made a tradi tion of
winning first place in frate rn ity float H omecomin g com petition.
This is the fraternity's winning 1963 en try, " H is M aster's Voice
Says 'Dance Over Northern! '"
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A H omecoming tradition is the annual Homecoming play. T he
twentieth in that series was "Waiting for Godot" at the 1966
Homecoming.

r

I

Gaining valuable newspaper experience for the past 50
years at Prather the Printer have been News editors as
they worked a t the stones with Harold P rather, center.

An unofficial, sometimes "official," organization has been the
Black Knights of the Embarrass. The 1959 WARBLER carried
t his group shot. The members include Stump, Harder, Cox,
Stuckey, Lewis. Barbour, Poynter (front row) , Snyder, Dill,
Okeefe. Dirks, Sarver, Grisamore, Dillier, (Second row) .

As the campus has expanded so have the denominations represented in the Charleston-Mattoon area..

Crowned Sadie Hawkins queen in 1960 at the traditional Pi
Kappa Alpha fall dance was Audie Anglekorte by Pam Bane.

Clai Dungy. right. was the first Negro student leader
as Student Senate president in 1960-61.

WELH, the campus radio station on closed circuit to
residence halls, began operations in 1964.
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Kathleen Oros McKee, M iss Illinois of 1966, practices in A tlantic City durin g her competition in M iss America Pageant. On
h er return a reception was given in her honor by the Student
Senate in the U nion Ballroom. She was presented a key to the
city.

Aetion

Chosen as symbolic of Eastern m arried stu dents in 1958 were
M r . a n d M rs. Ma rion (Jake) Zane and daughte r Debbie. H e
is now assist a nt director of business services.

The Eastern classroom was the property of Nap for almost 10
years. H e was ready to d efend his " kin gdom " against all comers.
W o rking in th e dormitory cafeterias has provided employment
to th ousands of stude nts since th e Pem Hall cafete ria opened
in 1908.
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But

~~The

Students

Aren~t~~

'With the creation of the Union, recreation was easy
t o come by for the st udents. Pool, ping pong and cards
attracted couples t o the mezzanine deck of the glass and
cement building week nights and weekends, music from
bands in the ballroom drifting up stairs to the pool
players. The Ko-Op, Walt's, and t he long-familiar Little
Campus were joined by a handful of new short-order
drive-ins t o serve for student gabfests. Radio station
WELH, born in the middle 1960's with the creation of
Lincoln and Douglas Halls where it had its offices, moved
to Booth Library to broadcast longer hours with a larger,
more experienced staff for the students' benefit; each
dorm was out fitted with a t ransmitter. In 1965 the
Eastern News with bi-weekly coverage of the campus
was distributed Tuesday nights so students could read
while waiting in supper lines.

A coffee break a t the Little Campus is still a campus tradition
as it was in 1938.

Despite attempts of student groups and university staff
to provide socially for the student, suitcasing cleared the
campus of a t hird of its population on weekends. E astern
was "where the action is" but "the students aren't."
Apathy was uselessly attacked in Student Senate, in the
dormitories and by Greek houses. The new and intelligent, but apparently bored student, was a mystery, yet
complained there wasn't anything for him to do.
Protesting, panty raids and a riotous water fight appealed to the new st udent. Spring of 1964 was a season
t o remember as pent-up students waged a two-day water
fight before the finals. Dorm rooms were doused, one student lamented over a term paper ruined when it got
soaked, and a school administrator was allegedly hit in
t he head with an empty water bucket. Campus and city
police were needed to quell the crowds of men roaming
the campus. On the second night state police set up a
roadblock to prevent University of Illinois Greek organizations from answering an invitation to a water fight
from Eastern Greek houses.
With the dawn of the Doudna era an increased emphasis was put on the so-called minor sports.
The first "minor" sport to gain success was tennis
which under t he guidance of Coach Rex V. Darling
captured conference championships in 1957, '65, '66 and
'67. Although the sport may have been minor the competition was far from it . In such minor sports Eastern
has consistently demonstrated it can hold its own against
universities of major ranking including the vaunted Big
10. For example the 1959 tennis squad, while finishing
only second in the IIAC, still knocked Iowa, the defending Big 10 champion.
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M i nor Sports Flourish
muring t he past 11 years two new minor sports have
been added to the Eastern athletic scene. The first was
swimming wit h the team organized in 1958. During t he
1962-63 season it reached its high point, finishing with
a 12-1 record but losing the conference championship on
a disqualification. The team however, went on to capture
sixth place in t he NAIA national meet , set ting five team
records in the process.
The second new sport added was soccer. In its first
season in 1963 t he squad compiled a 5-1 record and after
a losing mark the following year posted two identical
7-3 finishes. Since the HAC does not compete in soccer,
no conference championships were possible. The nonconference competition, however, has been tough. In
1966 for example Eastern lost only t hree matches, but
one of t hese was a 2-1 decision to Indiana University,
a perennial Big 10 powerhouse, and a 3-1 loss to Quincy
which then went on to capture the N AlA national championship.
Wrestling, anot her minor sport which captured the
fancy of Eastern fans, brought home a conference title
in 1963 and in 1965 finished eighth in t he NAIA national
meet, with Dan Neece taking a national championship
in the 191 pound class.
Probably the most consistent success has come in
track and cross count ry both coached by Maynard 'Pat'
O'Brien who during his tenure at Eastern has compiled
a 69-32-1 record in dual t rack meets. Although many
record setters have competed for Eastern one name
stands out: Art Steele, t wo time All-American who set
records in bot h the broad jump and triple jump.
Alt hough minor sports were blooming the big three
also had their high spots. Coached by Rex V. Darling
the 1964-65 basket ball team revived some of the glory
of the early fifties by posting an 18-7 record and capturing the IIAC championship. The squad was ranked
among the top 30 small colleges in the nation for three
weeks during mid-season before being knocked off by

Indiana State. T he P ant hers however were just as tough
on ranking opposition spilling nationally rated Washington U. Exciting throughout, the season ended wit h a
heartbreaking one point upset at the hands of Illinois
Wesleyan in the NAIA District 20 playoffs foiling the
Panthers' bid for a national tournament berth.
Known as perennial bridesmaids the Eastern baseball
team was st udded with outstanding individual performers. After finishing second for the third year in a row,
Eastern pitcher Gene Creek was named the conference's
most valuable player in 1963. The '64 team competed in
the NAIA World Series and saw t wo of its players named
NAIA All Americans : Shortstop Val Bush and P itcher
Marty Pattin, who led t he nation in st rikeouts.
During the Doudna era the gridiron became a poverty
area with only one winning season throughout the 11
years. However, two individuals during the period stood
out. Rod Butler, a quarterback-halfback and Roger
Haberer, a quarterback. Both were drafted by the Chicago Bears although neither made it in t he pro ranks.
The Doudna era however has taken on a hopeful note
with the appointment of Clyde Biggers as football coach
in 1965. For t he first time Eastern began to actively
recruit players as Biggers accepted what he termed one
of the greatest challenges in college football.
While Eastern's football fortunes declined the fortunes
of the Interstate conference did little better. In 1962 it
had become obvious t hat Southern Illinois had outgrown
the conference as the Salukis dominated the IIAC in
practically all sports. T hat year SIU left the conference
and has been independent ever since. T he same year
E astern Michigan dropped out of the IIAC for the
opposite reason, school officials apparently felt the
Hurons could not compete with t he other conference
schools. Then in 1967 the school asked to re-enter the
conference, but withdrew its application claiming that
it could not afford the new IIAC half-ride aid program.
In 1965 Northern Illinois Universit y followed the same
route as Southern. The depart ure of Northern reduced
t he one-time 22 school conference to four members.

T he star tin g five of E a stern's conference championship 1964-65 basketball team demonstrate the form which carried them to an
18-7 record. Guard Val Bush grabs a rebound while NAIA All-Ame rican forward J im F icek (34) moves in to help (left) . M VP B ill
Guerin, another forward, steals the ball from an opponent (bottom cen ter ) while guard Lar ry M iller d rives for a basket (top center) .
Bob R ickett, the big 6·7 center a ttem pts to block an opponent's shot (righ t).

George Steigleman, who helped lead Eastern to a sixth place
finish in the 1963 NAIA national meet, was twice elected the
HAC's MVP.
Roger Quinlan (left) and John Schneider were Eac;tern's
dynamic duo in 1966. Finishing in a dead heat for first place
in almost half of the Panthers' meets, they jointly set several
records and altogether established over a dozen track recoms
at courses throughout the midwest.
Roger Haberer, who set all existing Eastern passing records
during the 1963-5 seasons, gets his throw off under pressure
while Rod Butler, a record-setter on the ground from 1959-63,
grinds through a mass of humanity. Both had the honor of
being drafted by the Chicago Bears, although neither made it
in the pros. Maynard (Pat) O'Brien, the dean of Eastern's
coaching staff, confers with NAIA AU-American broad jumper
Art Steele (center) and sprinter Ron Rentfro.
Warner Semetis, the first of three Semetis brothers who won
IIAC championships for Eastern, wrestles his opponent to the
mat. Warner won his first championship as a freshman during
the 56-57 season. Brother Ron arrived in '62 and Jim in '64,
each a dding honors to the family name.
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Building Boom Hits EIU Campus
J
n the last eleven years the number of buildings on
campus has more than doubled. This building boom has
encompassed all corners of the campus and has ranged
from aca demic, to living, to service buildings.
Since Charleston is a relatively small t own, the building of on-campus living facilities received t op priority
during the building boom. The first boom-dorms were
Ford, Weller and McKinney, the ranch-type look alikes
for women completed in 1957. Housing for married students was then provided with the construction of the
University Apartments.
Dorm building on a large scale did not get started
until the '60's with the 1961 addition of Pem Hall and
the beginning of a dorm complex for the South Campus.
T homas Hall was the first to go up followed by An drews,
Taylor and Lawson.
With the construction of t he University Union in 1957,
students could gather in their own on-campus "hang
out ." A $1-million addition this year added t o the fun.
P robably the biggest project has been t he Charles P.
Lantz Physical E ducation and Recreation Building,

completed in 1966. Not only does it serve athletics and
physical education, but also provides an opportunity for
students t o close the recreation gap during leisure hours.
Amid all t his building, academic facilities have not
been forgotten. The R obert G. Buzzard Laboratory
School in 1958 became the first new academic building
to be constructed since Booth Library. The Fine Arts
Center in '59 and the Life Science Building in '63 bot h
provided facilities for Eastern's expanding curriculum.
Coleman Hall in '65 and the Practical Arts and Education Center in '67 on the South Campus were welcomed
additions. T hese two buildings are t oday having additions constructed.
In addition t o living, recreational and academic buildings a fourth t ype had also been included in the building
boom: service buildings. During the '60's a physical plant
building, a health service center, and a telephone and
security building have all been added.
The future has not been forgotten. Under t he Administration's planned enrollment growth the additional facilities have been planned for as the enrollment increases.
In 1968, planning went ahead on the new stadium and
all-purpose auditorium.

A scale view of the Eastern Illinois University campus present and to come.
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Construction life at Eastern is not for the steel worker with
acrophobia .. "'High in the sky" work is a certainty in future
building with a complex of high-rise residence halls being
planned on the draWing boards.

Despite criticism of contemporary construction policies, Eastern
has grown consistently each year. The growing pains state
universities with leaping enrollments encountered have not
been experienced here. More than twenty buildings have been
added to the campus during the eleven years of the Doudna
administration.

A sizeable amount of the biennium's budget goes for repairs of
present edifices. The marble columns of Old Main were hypersensitively renovated in November of 1967 when new stone
bases were added and the old, cracked ones removed.

The cement crosswalks lacing the south campus may soon be complemented by the construction of a carillon tower to sound chimes
across the mall and campus. The tower is a project of the alumni association.
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The three a rches at the entrance to Old Main serve symbolically for the three administrations which have guided Eastern from a
nonnal school to a full-tledged university. Livingston C. Lord provided a solid foundation for the future from 1899 to 1933. Robert
Guy Buzzard served during the troubled years of 1933 to 1956. Quincy VonOgden Doudna has been at the helm from 1956, guiding
Eastern to a university status with more than 6,000 students.

1931 WARBLER
Pem Hall Formal

1954 WARBLER
A Weekend Hop

1967 WARBLER
Union Dance

1930 WARBLER
Queen Vera Carruthers

1942 WARBLER
Queen Jewell Emmerich

1967 WARBLER
Queens Nancy Schaljo
and Mary Kay
Syndergaard
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Thr e e Presidents
\Valked Beneath
TheArehes

T he symbol of our Eastern- the tower of Old Main- stands
majestic at dusk as well as at dawn.

'!ehree presidents have walked beneath the arches of
Old Main and into the office in the "Towers." One rode
a chestnut horse, one planted iris, and one played the
ukelele. One came from New England, one from the
prairie state and one from Wisconsin. All were former
teachers. T hey brought with t hem their individual philosophies for administering the affairs of a normal school,
a teachers college, a growing universit y. All were successful in most of their endeavors.
It is a rarity to have had only three chief administrator in 69 years, an occurrence which might indicate a
special pull in the institution itself and the community
it serves, and the reputation of its faculty and graduates.
With t he presen t presi dent completing h is eleventh
year, t here seems no doubt that whatever the "pull"
or attract ion, sealed inside the walls of the towers, it will
continue to be an influence and to attract other worthy
administrators in the future.
Faculty and staff, students, buildings and grounds are
the tangible elements making up a university. The well
being of all elements has been t he concern of the three
men. College is not easily analyzed to the observer, yet
it remains a fascinat ing study of youth, and all their
teachers, and the affect of education on all. Franklyn
Andrews, constantly seeking the identification of college
life, made an examination of the educational phenomenon in his "Concerning College Men Going to the Wars,"
published through his bald-pated cartoon character Professor Colseybur. Although his poem was penned to fit
the 1940's, it applies easily to all the college days Eastem has seen, dating from the long-skirted coeds gazing
at a red sunset beyond Lake Ahmoweenah to postwar
veterans living in "trailerville" to the present-day longhaired male drinking coffee in the Panther Lair:

There's something about a college
No poet has ever caught.
Old buildings don't make a college.
Funny professors don't make a college.
Yeah, but they help.
Songs don't make a college
Teams don't make a college
Yeah , but they help.
Perhaps, colleges aren't made.
Perhaps , like Topsy , they just grew.
A college a day old has a past.
A college fifty years old has existed forev er.
Maybe it was a college because I was there.
And you, too.
And professor so and so . .. --------------~
The opportunity to renew memories brings back every fall for
the tra d itional Homecoming events.
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~e General Assembly of Illinois, in an act approved
May 22, 1895, established Eastern Illinois State Normal
School.
In response to changing demands, Eastern Illinois
Normal School became, successively, Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College in 1921, Eastern Illinois State
College in 1947, and E astern Illinois University, 1957.
On a tiny campus with a child's lily pond and a brick
paragon, the WARBLER began fifty years of service in
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1919, its edit or expressing the hope that the student
yearbook might endure the years to come.
Despite a depression and two wars cutting into finances and enrollment, the book has endured. Its name
has never been changed.
The WARBLER remembers the sunrise of Lake Ahmoweenah and the blue iris and the gait of a golden
retriever. Looking through the WARBLER's pages, we
are members of all past Eastern generations, looking on
at campus life through an ivy-framed window of the
tower.

The Class of 1924 rests on thei r la urels shortly befo re presentation of a three-act com edy for the gra duati ng seniors in 1923 _

An elaborate set complete with balcony was the accomplished feature in this
early 1930 play, " Homecoming Vodville." The players of this scene we re Cook ,
Bennett, M ajor, M itch ell.

In 1930-31 Hal Midd lesworth served as edito r for th e 15th y ear of publication of
the Teachers College News. For Homecoming the staff celebrated with a 12- page
paper, the la rgest printed up to that time.
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